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PERFORMANCE + AESTHETICSI

I
NEVER AGAIN SPECIFY ONE AT THE EXPENSE OF THE OTHER

i

I^NTICE ULTRA NARROW
THERMAL ENTRANCE SYSTEM

J ALL-GLASS AESTHETICSFULL-FRAME PERFORMANCE
I

- I-I/S" Ultra Narrow Vertical Stiles 
With a System Depth of Only 2-1/2*

- Unique Ability to Support Door Handle 
Hardware on 1" Insulating Glass

• Custom Cladding in a Variety 
of Premium Finishes

- NFRC Plated
- U-Factors as Low as 0.33
• Therm^ly Broken Framing and Cladding
- SatisfiesASHRAE90.1-2016AirlnfiltrationCrtteria
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The cleanliness in lines is equaled by the sophistication 
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CONTINUING
EDUCATIONSTEP ON IT

•ZGF Architects’ South Clinic near Seattle 
provides healthcare for the whole family 
(left). Oona.by Keilhauer, is a heavy-duty 
wool-blend upholstery with stretch 
(top left). Gerflor USA’s Creation Living 
LVT offers the look of wood without the 
attendant maintenance (top right).
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Biophilic design and the hospitality 
sector are a natural match.
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THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ENDLESS.

Our team has been trusted

for over 40 years to provide
technical expertise and project

support in the exploration of

segmental paving product

options.

Optimizing color, finish,

texture and size, we have

what it takes to bring your

vision to life.

CITY PARK PAVER "
This iconic 8" hexagonal

paver is available in

a variety of custom

finishes and colors for

a fresh and modern

interpretation.

The Umbriano' finish

shown has the look

of granite without the

cost,

Rich, vibrant colors

Non-slip texture

Zero-bevel edge

Easy to clean

PROJECT: College Campus. Amherst, MA

DESIGN: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates

PRODUCT: City Park Paver™ - Umbriano* finish
DESIGNED TO CONNECT.

UNILOCK.COM 1-800-UNILOCK
Contact your Unilock Representative for samples, product information and to arrange a Lunch & Learn for your team.

SNAPl



editor’s letter

snap The Year ofWellnessforAllARCHITECTURAL NEWS + PRODUCTS

WHEN we’re ill, doctofs attend 
to what’s injured—they reset the 
bone, treatthe infection, remove 
the offending mass. But afterthat, 
how does a hospital or clinic support 
our recovery? Can its furnishings 
be fine-tuned to ease our pain? Can 
its physical environment be 
tweaked to improve our sleep? And 
how can its overall layout and design 
be rethought as to empower us 
when our most basic human func
tions have been transformed into 
exhaustingordeals?
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LEARN & EARN Earn your continuing education credits free online or with 
Architectural Recor^$Cor\t\r\u\r]g Education App!'
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Transform Space.
Our sliding wall and door solutions set your project apart by offering 
modern interior space division. This gives your clients the opportunity 
to open, close, or simply change the flov\/ of a room. Controlling privacy 
style and function in ways that bring flexibility to any project.

RAYDOOR
Sliding Walls & DoorsRAYDOOR.COM I 212.421.0641 SNAP 39
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RECORD Announces A new exhibit chronicles his initial optimism,

Traveling Fellowship hissubsequent disillusionment, and the

impact of the experience on his practice.

TO MARK ITS recent 125th anniversary, On display at the Noguchi Museum in

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD is launchinga Queens, New York, Se/f-/nterned, 7942;

traveling fellowship competition for prom- Noguchi in Poston War Relocation Center
isingarchitecture students and young shows objects and ephemera from his time at
professionals. Applicants for the two $7,500 the latter. A1942 camp blueprint, for example.

prizes should propose exploring significant depicts a meticulously planned site complete

architecture and/or urbanism outside the with an art center and amphitheater. Letters

United States, either in pursuit of greater document Noguchi’s requests for cost esti-

general knowledge orto study asingle mates for kilns, clay, and art supplies.

typology, historic period, or place.

One fellowship will be awarded to a 

candidate who will have completed a B.Arch. 

degree or at least the first year of an M.Arch. 

program by summer 2017; a second fellow

ship will be given to a candidate who has 

received a B.Arch. or M.Arch. within the last 

fiveyears (since 2012).

U.S. citizens currently enrolled in or gradu

ates of an accredited U.S. architecture pro

gram are eligible. Entry is free, with full details 

and submission requirements available at 

architecturalrec0rd.com/call4entries.Apply 

by March 15 to be considered. —Julie Taraska

But Noguchi soon realized that the 

camp’s administrators had no intention of 

implementing his ideas, leaving him 

deflated. To make matters worse, the Japa

nese American prisoners in the camp didn’t 

fully accept the designer, with some "view

ing him as a tool of the government,” 

explains curator Dakin Hart. Noguchi asked 

to leave Poston after two months; his 

release ultimately took seven,

When he emerged from Poston in 

Novemberi942, Noguchi wasachanged man. 

Ratherthan concentrating on figurative 

pieces as before, he vacillated between satiri

cal jabs and abstract works. For example. My 

Arizona, a white fiberglass-and-Plexiglas 

scu Ipture from 1943, evokes a barren desert, 'i 

vjh\\e Yellow Landscape—a\so 1943— 
addresses the pervasive xenophobia of |

thetime.Otherprojectshintattrauma: This | 

Tortured Earth, a bronze relief scarred with ®
gashes, is 31942 proposal for a massive earth- | 

work to be created by aerial bombardment. §

It was only later, in the 1960s and "yos, « 

that Noguchi’s work grew more meditative, 8 

with metal and stone sculptures recalling 2

voids and doorways. They suggest transcen- I 
dence, a movement toward a better future. |

David Adjaye Knighted
YOU COULD SAY 2016 was a bigyearfor David Adjaye. In addition to 
the opening of his Smithsonian National Museum of African 
American History and Culture in Washington, D.C.,the British 
architect announced several new projects and celebrated his 50th 
birthday. Capping off the successful year, Adjaye earned a knighthood 

on December 30 from Queen Elizabeth II. The 2017 New Year Honours, 
which recognize the achievements of “extraordinary people across the 
United Kingdom "effectively make him Sir David Adjaye.

I am truly honored and humbled to receive a knighthood by Her 
Majesty the Queen for my contribution to architecture," said Adjaye in a 

statement. “I see this not as a personal celebration but as a celebration of 
the vast potential—and responsibility—of architecture to effect positive 

social change, that we as architects have tobringsomething positive to 
the world.

Recent product launches from Adjaye include Ritual, asculptura! 

bronze tap for Axor, Double Zero, a series of chairs for Moroso, and the 
Adjaye Collection for KnollTextiles, a line of six upholsteries, two 
draperies, and a wallcovering inspired by the architect’s extensive travels 
throughout Africa.

Adjaye and the other winners—amongthem fashion designer 
Victoria Beckham and tennis star Andy Murray—will be officially pre
sented with their awards at a ceremony later this year. —Alex Ktimoski

u
Exhibit Examines 
Prison Camp’s Effect 
on Noguchi’s Art
IN EARLY 1942, shortly after the Japanese 

attacks on Pearl Harbor, President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066, a 

directive that sanctioned the deportation of 

thousands of Japanese Americans from the 

West Coast to internment camps across the 

nation. Asan East Coast resident, the 

acclaimed sculptor and designer Isamu 
Noguchi wcis exempted from this fate. None
theless, he voluntarily entered Arizona’s 

Poston War Relocation Center, hopingthat he 

could use art to ameliorate camp conditions.

Given today’s political climate, the pieces 

form an apt message for our times.

Self-Interned remains on view th rough 

January 7,2018. —Anna Fixsen

6 I SNAP I JANUARY/fEBRUARY 2017 I ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM



Vmita Health Center, Vinita, OK
Owner: Cherokee Nation
Architect: Childers Architect, Fort Smith, AR
General contractor: Flintco Constructive Solutions, Tulsa, OK
Installing contractor: Harness Roofing, Tulsa, OK
Profile: Snap-Clad
Color: Granite

We added the metal roof because of its durability.u

We selected the lighter PAC-CLAD color to help us

go after LEED Silver Certification.'II

Breck Childers, project architect, Childers Architects

CASE STUDY
See us at the IRE - booth 1219

Py\C-CLAD
PACGREENINFO.COM

SNAP 23YOUR GREEN METAL RESOURCE P E E R S E N

GA: I 800 272 4482 I MN: 1 877 571 2025PAC-CLAD.COM I IL: 1 800 PAC CLAD I MD: 1 800 344 1400 TX; 1 800 441 8661



NEW PRODUCT ROUNDUP

Interiordetails that make a difference

2. 3. 4.
ENGINEERED FLOORING SHANNON OONA TAVOLA LEVELS

manufacturer: Viridian 

Reclaimed Wood 

performance: This American- 

grown hardwood flooring can be 

installed below, on, orabove 

grade as well as nailed, stapled, 

glued, orfloated.

PRICE range: $$ 

applications: Suited to 

commercial environments,the 

?<6"-thickflooringcomes in two 

widths and variable lengths.

VIRIDIANWOOD.COM 

(SNAP #200)

MANUFACTURER: Tesselle 

performance: The pattern 

on this hand-pressed cement 

floor and wall tile was inspired by 

naturallinen textiles.

PRICE range: $-$$ 

applications: Designed for 

indoor and outdoor commercial 

environments,Shajinoncan be 

ordered in two formats and two 

neutral colorways, with custom 

hues and sizes available. 

tesselle.com

(SNAP #201)

manufacturer: Keilhauer 

performance: This wool/ 

nylon boucle upholstery has a 

stretch and resiliencythat makes 

it ideal for curved furniture. 

PRICE range: S$ 

applications: Suited to 

residential and commercial 

spaces, Oona comes in i8 colors 

and is ranked heavy duty for 

abrasion resistance, surpassing 

275,000 double rubs. 

keilhauer.com 

(SNAP #202)

manufacturer: Hunter 

Douglas Architectural 

performance: The sculp

tural aluminum acoustic baffles 

provide up to a iNRC.

PRICE range: SS 
applications: With six 

perforation patterns, the 

Greenguard Gold-certified 

beams work with industry- 

standard lighting. 

hunterdouglas 

architectural.com

(SNAP #203)

= ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTESKEY $ = VALUE, $S = MID-RANGE, S$$°HIGH-END

8 I SNAP I january/february 2017 ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM



8.7.6.S.
CHANNEL PIXELWRITABLE SURFACESVINTAGE RANCH

manufacturer: Versa 

Wallcovering

performance: Inspired by 

early video games, the textural 

wall cover! ng f eatu res a 

shimmery pixel motif.

PRICE range: $$ 

applications: The low-VOC 

type II textile for healthcare 

and hospitality use is NSF/ANSI 

342-certifted, has an Osnaburg 

backing, and can be specified in 

iSgradated colors.

VERSAWALLCOVERING.COM 

(SNAP #207)

manufacturer: Belwith- 

Keeler

performance: This BauhauS' 

inspired hardware collection 

of nine knobsand pulls balances 

curves, lines, and negative space.

price range: $$ 

applications: Ideal for 

kitchen and bath areas, the 

collection comes in three colors 

and sixfmishes; mounting 

hardware is provided. 

belwith-keeler.com

(SNAP #206)

manufacturer: Formica 

PERFORM ance: The high- 

pressure, impact-resistant 

laminate surfaces are easily 

cleaned and can be mounted 

horizontallyorvertically. 

price range: $S 
applications: Options for 

the chalkboard, suited to 

residential and commercial 

interiors, includegray and matte 

black; the markerboard is 

offered in three patterns.

FORMICA.COM 

(SNAP #205)

manufacturer: Eldorado 

Stone

performance: This concrete 

architectural stone veneer 

mimicsthe look of reclaimed 

wood planks.

PRICE range: S$-S$S 
APPLiCATiONS:Availableina 

paneiized format, the indoor/ 

outdoorveneer—offered in oak, 

Douglas fir, and pine versions— 

comes in four colors and 2-,4- 

and 6-inch heights.

ELDORADOSTONE.COM 

(SNAP #204)

ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM [ JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2017 SNAP I 9



The Industry’s FIRST Reusable, Environ mcntnlty Sound
S88-2S-3832 IB WWW mm

Indoor/Outdoor Noise Barrier/Absorber
Echo Barrier is a temporary, reusable outdoor noise barrier. It is designed to fit on all types of temporary

or permanent fencing. Echo Barrier absorbs sound while remaining quick to install, light to carry, and 
tough to last. Echo Barrier can enhance your company's reputation, extend site operating hours and

improve working conditions.

Echo Barrier offers high-performance noise reduction for construction 8t demolition sites, rail main

tenance & replacement, music, sports and other public events, road construction, utility/maintenance

sites, loading and unloading areas, outdoor gun ranges, and many other applications.

Echo Barrier’s Amazing Versatility

The Future is Quieter...
Quiet Sites

Fewer Complaints 

More Construction Completed
PRODUCT FEATURES: I Unique roll-up design for compact storage 

and transportation 

i Alternate colors available 

i Ability to add branding or messages 

i Weatherproof - does not absorb water 

i Fire resistant

i Superior acoustic performance 
I Reusable 

I Industrial durability 

I Simple and quick installation system 

I Lightweight for easy handling

ACOUSTICALlSURFACES, INC.

CELEBRATING 35 K£4/?S- SOUNDPROOFING, ACOUSTICS, NOISE & VIBRATION SPECIALISTS! 

952.448.5300 | 800.448.0121 | sales@acousticalsurfaces.com | www.acousticalsurfaces.com

SNAP 150



INNOVATIVE.
INTELLIGENT.
EXTERIORS.

WHY DRI-DESIGN? SNAP 34

• Nd sealants, gaskets or butyl tape means noDri-Design Metal Wall Panels offer virtually limitless possibilities of
streaking and no maintenance for owners.design variation within the same fully tested, easy to install, dry joint

system. Beyond the options in materials, finishes and textures, the • Not laminated or a composite material.
patented attachment system also allows for staggering of the reveals so panels will never delaminate.

without any added substrate, or sacrifice in performance. This option • At Dri-Design, we have a strict policy of recycling
can provide a simply executed and subtie design element to turn an and creating products that the world can live with.
ordinary wall into an eye catching feature. WALL PANEL SYSTEM• Fully tested to exceed ASTM standards and the 

latest AAMA 508-07.

• Available in a variety of materials and colors.
Wiliiston Area Recreation Center - Williston, North Dakota 

Architect: JLG Architects 616.355.2970 I dri-design.com



CASE study: family healthcare
byalexklimoski

SEATTLE children’s HOSPITAL, SOUTH 
CLINIC, FEDERAL WAY, WASHINGTON

IN A RETAIL CENTER about 20 miles south 

of Seattle, just off the interstate, aformer Cir

cuit City has found new life as an outpatient 

clinic for Seattle Children's Hospital. Previ

ously characterized by its archetypical con

crete box exterior, the repurposed structure, 

designed by ZGF Architects, now greets visi

tors with a brightly colored entrance canopy, 

verdant resting areas, and a facade of perfo

rated metal. Inside the single-floor building, 

the once windowless store for consumer 

electronics has been transformed into a iight- 

filled medical facility servingthe area's large 

population of young people.

The South Clinic project—ZGF’s first 

conversion of a nonmedical building intoa 

new healthcarefacility-exemplifiesagrow- 

ingtrendofhealthcare providers opting to 

adaptively reuse big-box stores. As vendors 

such as Sears, Sports Authority, and Kmart 

continue to close doors across the country, 

their spacious, often open-plan interiors can 

offerviablesolutions. Seattle Children’s

chosethe Circuit City site because of its low 

rent, existing parking infrastructure, and 

easy access to public transportation and 

major roadways. Visibility has also emerged 

as an added benefit: “People who frequent 

Costco and the other adjacent establish

ments know there’san urgent-care facility 

there,” says ZGF principal Victoria Nichols.

Accordingto Nichols, distinguishingthe 

clinic’sexteriorfrom that of other properties 

within the shopping outlet was an important 

consideration. “We needed to make it invit- 

ingandalsonotto appear as just another 

retailer,” she points out. So the design team 

created a strong identity through signage 

and the use of color and texture. It also 

included a Japanese rain garden to capture 

rainwater runoff from the canopy.

To update the 37,ooo-square-foot space 

for use as a healthcare facility, the team 

stripped and replaced the existing mechani

cal system and installed medical gas pipes 

and ITinfrastructure. Programmatically,the

WELLNESS SPACE
Outside Seattle,ZGF 
Architects converted a 
former Circuit City 
into South Clinic,a 
full-service healthcare 
facilityforthe area’s 
manyyoungfamilies.

Convenient Care
challenge: convert a big-box retail store intoa children’s clinic 
solution: Open up the storefront to let in light organise the care 
areas accordingto service, and update the infrastructure.
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NEW
SHIMMER

LINE

Be bold with stunningly rich, deep color that sparkles and shines, helping bring 

your one-of-a kind concept to life. With the new Shimmer Series color line from 

ALPOLIC, a leading maker of aluminum and natural metal composite materials, 

there is no limit to your designs. It's time to make your dreams a reality. Let's build.

Order your Shimmer Series sample colors at 
alpolic-americas.com/shimmer and find your inspiration.
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CASE study: family healthcare

vast floor plate of the existing building 

proved beneficial. “We had alotoffreedom— 

there weren’t a lot of monuments to work 

around from the planningstandpoint,” 

says Nichols. Because the windowless space 

was extremely deep, it lacked proper day

light, so the design team opened up windows 

to add storefront space and get sunlight into 

the interior.

Workingwith Seattle Children’s to iden

tify opportunities for minimizing waste and 

improvingefficiency, the architects chose to 

organize the clinic around three back-of- 

house pods, respectively dedicated to 

urgent care, cardiology, and more general 

use. In each pod.a series ofexam rooms line 

the perimeter of a central workspace where 

caregivers can collaborate while also having 

direct access to patients. Additional patient 

care rooms sit in the front of house, as well as 

a rehabilitation gym, conference room, and 

play and waitingspaces.

Throughout the pods and the front-of- 

house area, interior design elements such as 

wall graphics and wood paneling express a 

natural theme, reflecting the prominent role 

of parks in the area. The natural motifs also 

help soothe visitors of all ages.

Creating an efficient patient flow was top 

priorityforthe architects. Unlike with hospi

tals, clinic design “doesn’t necessarily need 

to replicate the home environment,” Nichols

explains. Patients and families are moving 

through the facility much more quickly, so 

wayfinding becomes critical.”To facilitate 

this, Che design team made use of color cod

ing: Cabinets, paneling,and exam room 

floors and walls correspond to the specific 

hue of the pod.

“Because of the layout and wayfinding 

techniques, the caregiving process was really 

streamlined,” says Nichols. The maximiza

tion of dual-purpose exam rooms, team 

spaces, and shared equipment have led to 

more orderly scheduling practices, as well as 

a reduction in duplicate information gather

ing. The design has also achieved reduced 

storage space and 375 percent decrease in 

the total number of specialty treatment 

rooms required.

As a result, ZGF’s dramatic transforma

tion provided the clinic with a cost-effective 

solution that offers convenient and enhanced 

patient-centered care. ■

HOUSE CALLS
To improve circulation 
through the clinic, the 
space isdividedinto 
three color-coded 
areas. All exam rooms 
within those areas 
reflect that section’s 
assigned hue (above).

ARCHITECTS
ZGFArchitects

TYPE
Healthcare

PRODUCT
EarThenTwill

HSANUFACTURER

Formica

PERFORMANCE

Easy to clean and maintain, this 

durable high-pressure laminate is 

impact-resistant and hasa subtle 

wood-grain look.

APPLICATIONS
Suitable for mounting horizontally or 

vertically in interior spaces, the

Greenguard Gold-certified laminate 

comes in standard and matte finishes. 

Offered in five thicknesses, it’s ideal 

for use on doors, counters, and all 

manner of surfaces.

PRICE RANGE $$

FORJUUCA.COM 

(SNAP #208)

0 KEY $ 'VALUE, $$ 'MIO-RANSE, $$$ = HIGH-END= ECO-FHIENDLV ATTRIBUTES

b: in this project

ULTIMA HEALTH ZONE ZOLA NORAPLAN SENTICA SHIVER ME TIMBERS
MANUFACTURER: ArmstrongCeiling 

Solutions

performance: These water-repellent, 

scratch-resistant acoustic ceiling panels 

offer a 0.7 NRC and up to 38 C AC.

price range: $$

applications: Available in two sizes and 

seven colors,the panels meet USDA/FSIS 

guidelines for use in kitchens, hospitals, and 

clean-room assemblies.

ARMSTRONGCEILINGS.COM 

(SNAP #209)

manufacturer: Krug 

performance: This collection of 
soft modular seating, benches, and tables 

can be disassembled for cleaning, repair, and 

replacement of individual components. 

PRICE range: $$ 

applications: idealforhigh-traffic 

spaces,theGreenguard-certified pieces with 

an antimicrobial finish are madefrom 

recycled and recyclable materials.

KRUG.CA 

(SNAP #210)

0 manufacturer: Nora 

performance: The sound- 

absorbent, slip-resistant rubbertilefor 

high-traffic healthcare environments is 

available with acoustic and electrostatic 

discharge (ESD) options. 

price range: $$-$$$ 

APPLICATIONS: The Greenguard Gold- 

certified tile comes in 38 colors and in 2- or 

3-millimeter-thick rolls and tiles. 

NORA.COM 

(SNAP #211)

MANUFACTURER: Interface 

performance: This modular carpet 

tile made of 100 percent recycled content 

type 6 nylon can be matched even years after 

its initial installation.

PRICE range: $$

applications: Available in 24 colorways, 

this tufted tip-sheared tile measures 

approximately lo by 40 inchesand is 

verified carbon neutral.

INTERFACE.COM 

(SNAP #212)
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Epro's Fully Integrated Field Installed Composite Waterproofing System 
Provides the Most Protection, Fastest Instaliation, Lowest Cost 

and Best Warranty in the industry Today!
•• i

•s::A•4^'

■V •

Four New Field Installed Systems Available...

• System III CWB Concrete / CMU Wall Waterproofing

• System III RDB Roof / Deck Waterproofing

• System III MBB Waterproofing / Gas Barrier

• System III LWB Blindside Waterproofing / Gas Barrier

Excellent Strength and Chemical Resistance - the
result of the unique field installed composite system 
design utilizing HOPE.

Seamless - The highly flexible spray or fluid applied 
membrane forms a monolithic barrier.

Exceptional Adhesion - The sprayed or fluid applied 
membrane bonds tenaciously to almost any 
substrate in almost any condition including green 
concrete or a damp substrate,

Self Sealing - The bentonite layers seal at any 
penetration of the system.

Redundant Protection - Multiple waterproofing 
protection courses and drainage plane.

Waterproofing Systems

800-882-1896 • www.eproserv.com
'*^RLD
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HOSPITAL ACOUSTICS

The Sound of SilenceALONE TIME
At the University of
Arizona Cancer Center
(bottom right). ZGF
Architects utilized an

Designers demonstrate how noise—or its absenceHVAC system to muffle

can impact comfort and safety in healthcare spaces.private conversations
intreatmentareas
(top) and added extra BYASHLEIGHVANHOUTEN
acoustic insulation in
exam rooms (center)

PATIENT PRIVACY, comfort, and well-being Price Industries’ chilled beams. Eachto prevent sound
are paramount In healthcare facilities. delivers air at lower velocities and eliminatestransmission.
Increasingly, noise management is an impor- drafts: an important consideration for infu-

tant piece of the equation. Architecture sion therapy patients spending long
and design firms are risingto the occasion, stretches of time in treatment. Though an
incorporating acoustic elements in unex- inherentlyquietsystem.the beams are
pected ways to create the calmest atmo- purposely louder in select spaces, including
sphere possible forguests and staff alike. waiting and circulation areas, to mask con

fidential conversations.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA The team incorporated Modernfold
CANCER CENTER, PHOENIX demountable partitions. Flavor Paper and
Portland, Oregon-based ZGF Architects Forbo wallcoverings, and Forbo, Acrovyn,
used machinery and acoustic products to and Sequentia Structoglas paneling
aggressively block noise at the 220,000- near treatment rooms to lessen vocal and
square-foot healthcare institute, which is equipment reverberation. High-perfor-
part of St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical mance acoustic ceiling tiles from USG and
Center. Asidefrom usingasustainable HVAC Decoustics in corridors and staff work
system that decouples ventilation from areas absorb sound. Plusthe walls enclosing
heating and cooling,ZGF incorporated the exam, treatment, and consultation
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rooms achieve a privacy-protecting Sound Transmission Class (5TC) rating

ofsothankstoa unique solution. “Wesupplemented one side ofatypical

metal-stud and gypsum-board wall with an additional layer of gypsum

board and fiberglass acoustic insulation in the stud cavity,” says ZGF princi

pal Brett Meyer, adding that this is not typically done in clinical situations.

1525, WASHINGTON, D.C.
ThroughoutthisLEED-CI Gold health centerspecializingin HIVtreatment

and care are acoustic panels and wallcoverings that reduce noise. Inter

national design firm Perkins+Wlll used Kirei’s Echopanei ceiling blades
the pharmacy counter area to muffle patient discussions with staff.

over
Custom backlit resin panels fabricated by sform sit between stations.
blocking sound and serving as privacy screens. “The baffles and panels

offered a cost-effective, cleanable, and environmentally conscious solu

tion” to soundproofingthese areas,explains David Cordell, the project’s

lead designer.
In the client services area, more Kirei ceiling panels—from the Mura

[jne—reduce noise. Their bright colors and distinctive forms also serve as

ayfinding elements, demarcating reception areas. Walls between exam 

rooms are fully lined with acoustic fiberglass batt insulation. “We even 

staggered outlets and other wall device locations between rooms to pre- 

u! vent sound transmission,” adds Cordell.

3 The facility’s dental operatory rooms, however, proved the greatest

I challenge. Located in the windowless lower level of the 42,ooo-square- 

® foot building,the large, open suites maximize light—and amplify noise.

< Theteam opted for Armstrong Ceilings’Optima high-NRC mineral- 
g fiberglass tiles to absorb and block sound. They coupled those with 

I Hytex’sVirgaEco-A.R.T wallcoverings—made of too percent recycled

w

BRIGHT IDEAS
Perkins+Will Opted for 
colorful acoustic 
panels and upholstery 
ini525’s pharmacy 
area (top). Insulation in 
stud cavities blocks 
sound transmission 
between exam 
rooms (above).

material imbued with antimicrobial properties—to lend additional style 

and acoustic support.

DUKE CANCER CENTER, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
A self-contained space withinDuke’sComprehensiveCancerCenter,the 

Quiet Room, designed by local firm DudajPaine Architects, uses an 
integrated system of light and sound to produce a meditative place for up 

to 12 patients and their families.

SNAP I 17ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2017



HOSPITAL ACOUSTICS

Created in conjunction with United Engineering Group and 

Cline Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design, the circular roorr)— 

measuringso feet across—features a Creston controller and DMX 
acoustic and light system that allows users to choose from over a 

dozen calming musical scores. Coordinating illumination mimics the 

changing light overthe day and seasons, while fabric-wrapped 

Sform acoustic panels and benches upholstered in Knoll Textiles 
help muffle outside distractions.

To increasethe contemplative nature ofthespace, DudajPaine 

enlisted the Tallahassee, Florida-based Kaiser/von Roenn Studio 
Group to create a waterless fountain centerpiece. (For code reasons, 
an actual fountain was not possible.) Paired with carefully pro

grammed LEDsand noise effects, the 60'inch-diameter sculpture | 

offers the illusion of moving water, “engaging the space’s occupants S

visually and acoustically,” explainsTuranDuda, cofounder of |

DudajPaine. I
The Quiet Room was designed to enhance the mental health of 5

hospital patients, staff, and visitors via sound curation: an approach g

far different from abatement. Designers know excessive noise in a ®

healthcareenvironmentcan adversely affect patient and staff com- | 

fort and communication, so its use and control is the next frontier g

in creating places of true healing. ■ S

CURATED CALM
Asculpture whose 
LEDsand sound 
effects create the 
illusion of moving 

water serves as 
centerpiece in the 
Quiet Room of Duke’s 
Comprehensive 
Cancer Center (top), 
Acoustic panels and 
upholstered benches 
(left) minimize outside 
distractions in the 
space, designed by 
Duda[Paine Architects.
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SURFACE-MOUNTED. ADA-COMPLIANT,
The ThinAir'^' Hand Dryer is where restroom efficiency meets restroom accessibility. It 
dries hands in 14 seconds, uses as low as 300 watts and meets 4” ADA compliance 
standards when surface mounted. ThinAir features adjustable speed, sound and heat 
controls as well as a washable pre-filter. It represents a 95% cost savings when compared 
to paper towels, eliminating their labor, maintenance and waste while creating a more 
hygienic restroom environment.

Eliminate Paper Towels And Make The Change Today!

0-
ilding

877.926.5905
exceldryer.com

sales@exceldryer.com
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ACCESSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS

All Together Now
SINCE ITS FOUNDING in 1851, the YMCA of the USA 
has overseen nationwide efforts to provide com

munities with health and educational resources. The 
YMCA of Greater Grand Rapids decided to amplify 
the Y’s inclusive mission by eliminating all physical 
barriers in its new facility, which also houses rehabil

itation services for partner organization Mary Free 
Bed Hospital. The resulting i20,ooo-square-foot 

Mary Free Bed YMCA, designed by local architects 
Progressive A|E and which opened last year, is not 
just stunning in appearance. It also has earned the 
world’s first certification from the Global Universal 

Design Commission, a Syracuse University-based 
nonprofitthat develops universal-design standards 
for buildings, products, and practices.

To ensure the Y would serve everyone, the 
architects brainstormed with disability advocates, 

wheelchair athletes, and other stakeholders, says 

Progressive A|E project principal Michael Perry. The 

group sessions revealed thattaken alone, the federal 
American Disability Act (ADA) standards focus too 
heavily on wheelchair users. Perry cites thresholds 

as an example: '‘A quarter-inch threshold is ADA- 
compliant, but any differential is a tripping hazard for

people usingcanes or walkers.” The firm’s solution 
was to eliminate thresholds altogether at Mary Free 
Bed YMCA by making floor changes flush.

This mindset reaches beyond ambulatory abilities. 
The Y’s one-fifth-mile track features high-contrast 
lane lines for visually impaired joggers. The family 
and lap pools employ UV sanitation to reduce 
chlorine use, as the chemical and its smell can trigger 
rashes and asthma attacks; an HVAC system also 

actively circulates the air to whisk away any odors. 
Plus widespread acoustical dampening removes 
background noise, reducing interference with 

assistive hearingand listeningdevices.

ADA remains an important benchmark. Perry 

notes. The 1990 law argued that separate treatment 
of people with disabilities amounts to discrimina

tion, and that spirit of integration prompted the Y to 
decide to have just a ramp, without an additional 

staircase, leading into the heart of the building 
“Everybody uses the same path,” he explains. And 
that equality seems to be working: Perry, who is also 

Mary Free Bed’s branch board chair, reports that 

current membership and program revenues at the 
Y are exceedinggoals. —David Sokol

EQUAL FOOTING Architects Progressive A|E 
used UVsanitation methods to reduce chlorine 
use in the pool at the Mary Free Bed YMCA in 
Grand Rapids (top). Beyond being ADA-compliant, 
the building has no thresholds, as evinced by its 
exterior (center) and its internal entrance/exit 
ramp (above).
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NEOREST 750HGXP12
manufacturer: ELAN Systems 

PERFORMANCE: The home automation 

system’s i2-inch touch panel suits customers 

whose fine motor skills orvisual acuity 

require a larger user interface.

PRICE RANGE: $$

APPLICATIONS:The i6;9 screen offers 

1920 X io8o resolution while the integrated 

5-megapixel camera and digital MEMS 

microphone with echo and noise 

cancellation support intercom use. 

ELANHOMESYSTEMS.COM 

(SNAP #215)

ADA PACKAGE 

manufacturer: WhisperRoom 

performance: The ADA-compliant 

additions to this portable sound-isolation 

booth include sfeet of interior space 

accessed byai:i2 ratio ramp. The 32-inch

wide door has no threshold and the entry 

handle can be operated with a dosed fist, 

pricerange:$$

applications: Available in seven sizes, 

the enclosures are intended for audiovisual 

studios and audiology centers.

WHI5PERROOM.COM 

(SNAP #214)

LIN-X600

manufacturer: Sugatsune 

performance: This lateral hinge system 

with damperfunction allows new and 

retrofitted cabinet doors to swing open in a 

small radius, reducing interference with 

wheelchairs and other locomotion aids. 

PRICE range: $$$ 

applications: The system suits use in 

single- or double-door configurations in 

workstations, locker rooms, and residential 

and retail settings. 

sugatsune.com

(SNAP #213)

manufacturer: Toto 

PERFORMANCEtltsergonomfcally 

correct height makes the toilet easier to sit 

upon and rise from, while the personal 

cleansing system and automated flush 

accommodate users with limited mobility. 

PRICE RANGE: $$$
APPLiCATiONS:The integrated UV light of 

the toilet works with the bowl’s CeFIONtect 

ceramic glaze to break down dirt and 

minimize manual cleaning.

TOTOUSA.COM 

(SNAP #216)

KEY $ = VALUE, $$ = MID-RANGE, $$$ = HIGH-END = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

HappyTrails •f
IV'Tm .r*

BEFORE THE Watertown Riverfront Park and Braille 

Trail opened in July, the only pathway along the Boston 

suburb’s stretch of the Charles River was a thin line of 

dilapidated asphalt. “You had trouble ridinga bike there, let 

alone getting a wheelchair down to the shore,” says Travis 

Mazerall, a senior associate at architecture firm Sasaki, 
which created the new 2.8-mile public space. But along with

my'-jr
J^.

>4

tS*'
■

installing wide stabilized-aggregate paths and removing 

most of the invasive vegetation, the firm added features for 

persons with visual disabilities, including those who attend 

the nearby Perkins School for the Blind,

Chief amongthese amenities is a stainless-steel cable 

guide threaded with three types of indicator beads. The 

guide leads users along a quarter-mile trail with io stations, 

each high lighting local history and nature. Images of wildlife 

ngraved on the riverfront boulders, allowing both

I’’-•

aree
sighted and visually challenged visitors to learn more about 

the area. A bevy of fragrant native plants appeal to the 

sense of smell, while a marimba bench that passersby can
A WALK TO REMEMBER Located in the Boston 
suburb that bears its name, the Watertown Riverfront 
ParkandBrailleTrailfeaturesastainless-steel cable 
guide (above) and informational placards (left). 
Architecturefirm Sasaki designed both with help from 
staff at the nearby Perkins School for the Blind.

play or sit on offers musical sounds and rest.

Perkins faculty and administrators participated in the 

trail’s design process, refining cable and signage heights 

along with proofreadingthe brailleplacards. The school is 

also stewarding the park’s continued maintenance. A 

second, 5-acre phase adjacent to the existingparcel is on 

the boards as well. —DS

m
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INTRODUCING SuperUteH'^^

Fire resistive multilaminate in clear butt-glazed wall assemblies:

Meets ASTM E-119 up to 2 hours with hose stream and CPSC Cat. II 
impact safety requirements.

®Can be used in interior and exterior applications, including
clear butt-glazed walls for maximum vision and transparency.

IQI Can be easily incorporated in GPX Architectural Series Framing, 

GPX SNAPCAP or GPX Builders Series Temperature Rise Framing
for a complete fire resistive assembly.

888.653.3333

® ;www.safti.com Safety And Fire Technology Inc. Intertek
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See the new color options at TecturaDesigns.com
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HEALTHCARE

Light It Up
TRUE TO ITS NAME, Boxing Plus in Taipei,
Taiwan, offers many ways to get fit. That 

range led local consultants Chubic Lighting contrasts that are easier on eyes. 
Design to use luminaires in two ways in 
the 6,050-square-footgym:to delineate its 
areas and support its members with func
tional and inspiringillumination.

Chubic chose Philips’s fluorescent T5 
lights for the main workout areas. In places 

with low ceilings, the team paired Soraa’s 

PAR30 LEDs with the company’s Snap 
system, as the added optical lens diffuses, 
redistributes, and softens the light. “This is 

important to minimize glare for floor- 
based exercises when guests are looking 

directly upward,” says Chubic head 

designer Jimmy Chu. The lamp’s high 80 to 
95 CRI also provides more realistic color

compared to conventional LEDs, a
distinction critical to creating lighting

The team lit specific machines and 
workout equipment with high-contrast 

MR16 Soraa lamps and visually indicated 

resting areas with Philips’s 2700K LED wall- 
mounts, which create a“calm ambience,” 
accordingto Chu.

Fittingly, the boxing ring has the most 
dramatic illumination, with floodlights 
changing from purpleto red to blue 
during—respectively—the warm-up, 

sparring, and cool-down periods. The 
overall effect is upbeat and theatrical— 
and has even prompted Vogue, GQ, and 
Elle to hold photo shoots in the space. 

—Ashleigh VanHouten

HIT IT Chubic LightingDesignusedarange of Philips and Soraa fixtures to 
indicate separate areas of activity at the Boxing Plus gym in Taipei, Taiwan 
(top). Lights above the boxing ring change from purpie to red to biue tosignai 
various stages of the match (above).
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CANYON STRIPEHIGH-PERFORMANCE 
PERIMETER SLOT

MEDLINK
manufacturer: Humanscale 

PERFORMANCE: This drawer system for 

Humanscale’sTouchpointTy mobile cart 

works with software to organize bedside 

medicine delivery.

PRICE range: $$$

APPLICATIONS: When integrated with 

Microsoft's Active Directory software in 

accordance with HLy privacy standards, the 

system locks and unlocks Medlink’s 

configurable drawers, providinggreater 

accountabilityanddrugsecurity, 

HUMANSCALE.COM 

(SNAP #218)

KATHALI
manufacturer: KnollTextiles

PERFORMANCE: Part of Knoll’s Outline 

collection.this digitally printed polyester 

privacy-curtain fabric has bright patterning 

on one side and a quiet textural surface on 

the other.

PRICE range: S$
applications: Available in five colorways, 

theflame-resistant textile has integrated 

mesh for easy cleaningand a seamless 

appearance. The fabric comes in i02-inch- 

wide rolls.

KNOLL.COM 

(SNAP #220)

manufacturer: 3form 

performance: Withadesign 

composed of wood shavings painted by 

Nepalese artisans, this addition to the 

Full Circle line of glass and Varia Ecoresin 

panels creates privacy without blocking 

natural light. 

price range: $$

APPLICATIONS: Ideal for healthcare and 

retail settings, the panels come in three 

colorways and two sizes; they also can 

contribute to LEED certification.

3-FORM.COM 

(SNAP #217)

MANUFACTURER: Finelite 

performance: This LED luminaire 

with atapered optic deliversa uniform wash 

of light at the transition point between wall 

and ceiling, including in corners.

PRICE range: $$

APPLICATIONS: Developed for offices, 

education, and healthcare facilities, the 

system comes in four lumen packages and 

four standard lengths. Telescoping sections 

are also available.

FINELITE.COM 

(SNAP #219)

KEY $ = VALUE, JS = MID-RANGE, $$$ = HIGH-ENO = ECO-ERIENOLY ATTRIBUTES

Leading the Way
LIKE MANY healing spaces, the Building for 

Transformative Medicine at Boston’s Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital is flooded with sunlight, 

which has been found to speed patient recovery. But 

architects NBBJ also utilized illumination as a way- 
finding device in the 620,ooo-square-footfacility.

"It’savery large floor plate, so deep inside the 

buildingwe used backlit graphic panels to bring 

patients back to a central corridor,” says NBBJ’s Katy 

Flammia, lead interior designer on the LEED Gold- 

certified project. In the hallways, custom VividGlass 

panels from Forms+Surf aces double as architec
tural artwork, with large-scale colorized photos of 

neurons and bone structures, (n some areas lacking 

natural light. NBBJ also installed illuminated 

landscape designs from Forms+Surfaces and New 

York-based fabricator Novo Arts. The effect, says 

Flammia, is to create windowlike elements that 

brighten the space. ~AVH

lighting up Architects NBBJ used illuminated panels 
to guide visitors through—and bring light into— 
stairways (right) and corridors (far right) at the Building 
for Transformative Medicine at Boston’s Brigham and 

Women’s Hospital.
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TOP OF GROUND
Instant

dock liftsadvance ufts
have been 

SINCE 1974Advance Superdoks 
AMERICA’S #1 dock ufts

level loading is 1000 Semes (Pokiable)

4,000# & 5,000# capachy
► For hand carts &FAST, SAFE,

efficient 4 wheeled carts

6000 Series (Statiohary)

5,500#-15,000# CAPAcnv
► For pallet jacks,

fork truckspowered stackers &6 HE-PALLERZIHO is very slow
De-palletizingCAM be VERY dangerousManhandung loads

A HIGH DOCK WnHOUT A DOCK UM
BSHHPi.YAHfflsaas™^'’"®'" 
OEUVERY tbucks, high cube vahs,
PANEL TBUCKS AHO PICK UP THUGKS. Disappearing

dock lifts

AN ADVANCE DOCK LIFT IS 
THE ONLY EQUIPMENT THAT 

CAN SERVICE ALL TRUCKS

38“ -Dow
1,3000,4000 Series

5,000# TO 20,000# CW«OT
^ For pallet jacks, carts,

powered stackers & fork trucks

3*”
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32"

dock lifts also provide 
dock-to-ground access

I Panel Trucks
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21 “TO 58"26" -

DelweRT Vans34'

22'
20" -

4 2008ISO 90011-800-843-3625
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tvolutionTM

Thermal and Moisture Protection

Thermal and 
Moisture 
Protection 
Roof and 
Wall Panels
Division 7 Thermal and 
Moisture Protection 
Specification Section 
07411 - Manufactured 
Roof Panels
The Ojer\^ Evolution meta! wall and 
roof system is without raised batten 
or standing seams and exposed 
fasteners. The system consists of a 
hidden drain channel, compression 
bar. cover cap and cladding sheets. 
The smooth, contemporary design 
appears monolithic when viewed 
from just a short distance. It’s an 
‘Evolution’ to ail the standard metal 
wall and roof systems available 
throughout the history of the industry.

Applications
The Overly Evolution system can be 
installed on sloped roofs and vertical 
walls. Panels can be curved and/or 
tapered for barrel vaults and domes 
or spherical shapes. The system 
features hidden fasteners and an 
internal drainage component which 

removes any moisture that migrates 
into the system and skillfully 
designed joints which allow for 
expansion and contraction. The 
system is the exterior exposed 
component of a wall/roof composite 

assembly, Several composite 
assemblies are available ranging 
from thin to thick as determined by 

aesthetic preferences or as 
necessary to meet performance 
requirements such as thermal, 

structural and fire ratings.

Materials
• Aluminum Alloy 3003-H14, Standard Tbickness

18 gauge (.040”)-16 gauge {.050") available in
painted K500 finishes, brushed and mill finishes

• Stainless Steel type 304 and type 316,
24 gauge (.024”) -20 gauge (.036”) available
in 2B, 2D, #4 and several custom directional

and non-directiona! finishes

• Titanium Grade 1, gauges .018”-.024” available

in standard mill or matte finishes

• Zinc, gauge .028”-.032" available in natural

or pre-weathered finishes

• Recycled content varies upon materia! selected. 

100% recyclability of aii metal components
It's more than metal.../t's personal.

System Design Data
• Width of Compression Cover: 2.75”

• Mininum/Maximum Spacing between 
Compression Covers: 12”-48”

• Maximum Length of Panels: 40’

• Compression Extrusion Thickness: .056”

• Channel Extrusion Thickness; .056"

• Test data in accordance with ASTM E 283: 
ASTM E 330, ASTM E 331 and UL 580 
(Class 90 available upon request)

OVERLY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

PC. Box 70
Greensburg, PA15601-0070 USA 
Phone: (724) 834-7300 
Fax: (724) 830-2877 
E-mail: over1y@over1y.com 
Website: www.overly.com SNAP 21



PAINTS + COATINGS

Crowning Glory
WITH ITS TRIO of inward-slopingtiers, the 

Smithsonian National Museum of African 
American History and Culture (NMAAHC) cuts a 
striking profile on the National Mall. Yet look closer at 

the 409,ooo-square-foot building, designed by 

Freelon Adjaye Bond/SmithGroup, and you’ll 
discoverthatthe seemingly monolithic tiers—which 
the team refers to as a corona—are actually composed 
of thousands of custom-designed filigreed panels.

Shiny bronze panels had been the architects’ first 
choice, but the material proved too heavy for the 

structure’s exterior armature. So the team turned to 
Portland,Oregon’s Dura Industries, an applicator 
of architectural coatings,to replicate agiowing 

amber hue on lightweight aluminum.
This was no easy feat. Cast aluminum is “a rough, 

porous material,” says Dura president and CEO Del 
Stephens, and to make it reflective, “it has to be really 
smooth.”The company asked longtime partner 

Valspar Corp., based in Salem, New Hampshire, to 
help determine the best coatingand process. After 

almost i8 months of color-mixing and application 

tests, the team arrived at a solution for the 3,600 
panels: They spray-painted each 4-by-5-foot span by 
hand with five layers of Valspar’s Fluropon exterior 

coating—gray primer, green primer, black, African 

Sunrise, and clear coat with 3 percent red—with 
each layer baked before the next was applied. That 

approach required anotheryear-plus of effort.
In both its scope and complexity, the project was an 

outlier for Dura and Valspar. But as the near-universal 
accolades for the NMAAHC design have attested, 

exceptional measures often yield exceptional results. 
—Braulio Agnese

TOP When weight stymied efforts to use bronze daddingon the National Museum of African American History and 
Culture (right), architects Freelon Adjaye Bond/SmithGroup tasked manufacturers Dura and Vafsparwith creatingaluminum 
versions in the same warm amber hue (top).
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Build modern.

Discover the unmatched realism and performance of
naturally-made full-bed and thin stone productsour
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RESILIENT FLOORING

Happy Feet
THE HAKKASAN GROUP OWHS more

than 20 premier diningand nightlife 
brands. So when it came time to update 

one of its high-profile venues, Pure 
nightclub at Caesars Palace Las Vegas, 
the hospitalityfirm tapped a similarly 

prominent partner to lead the effort: 

Rockwell Group.
Named Omnia, the reconceived 

nightclub now encompasses the orig
inal Pure space as well as some of the 

casino’s poker and World Series tour

nament rooms. Rockwell reimagined

the 75,ooo-square-foot space as a 
series of opulent jewel boxes, each 
featuringornate details, shiny baubles, 
and plush velvet linings. Butto bring 

warmth and intimacy to the otherwise 
soaring bilevel space, Rockwell 

specified Floorworks’ Oak Wood in 

gunsmoke through Mats Inc.The class 
III heterogeneous vinyl flooring has a 

grain pattern and dark tones that help 

mask wear and tear. It contains 28 
percent preconsumer recycled content, 
which also made it attractive to the

environmentally minded design team.
Available in various plank formats, 

the product sports a PVC wear layer 
(with an optional polyurethane coating) 
and a solid PVC backing, both of which 

help absorb sound and increase dura
bility. In fact, says Rockwell interior 

designer Olivia Capuano, “It can’t be 
easily scratched or dented, even by 
people dancing in high heels.” Those 
with twinkle toes and those with 
two left feet are equally welcome. 
—Sharon Katz

SOLID GROUND
Forthe Omnia 
nightclub in Las Vegas, 
Rockwell Group opted 
for Floorworks’ 
durable Oak Wood 
vinyl flooring, whose 
hue andgrain pattern 
helps conceal dents 
and scratches.

32 january/february 2017SNAP ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM



INDIGENOUS EARTHINFUSED COLLECTION LVTCREATION LIVINGCOLORART IWIEDINTONE
manufacturer: landus Centiva 

performance: Thanks to its 

digitally printed patterns,this LVT achieves 

subtler color gradations and longer repeats 

(i6o to 180 inches) than similar products. 

PRICE range: $S 
APPLic ATiONS; The four patterns— 

inspired by various weathered materials— 

come in modular or Powerbond formats 

in 32 coiorways. They contain up to 28 

percent preconsumer recycled content. 

TARKETTNA.COM 

(SNAP #228)

manufacturer: Mannington 

Commercial
PERFORMANCE: Created by ONE Global 

Design, the tiles in this graphic LVT collection 

feature a 0.5-millimeter-thick wear layer and 

a U V-cured topcoat that enhances s tain- 

and slip-resistance.

PRICE range: S$

APPLICATIONS; Available in two sizes and 

five patterns, Infused offers hospitality, 

retail, and office environments the possibility 

of sound-absorbing, mixed-pattern flooring.

MANNINGTONCOMMERCIAL.COM 

(SNAP #227)

MANUFACTURER:GerflorUSA

PERFORMANCE:Thislineoflow-VOC 

LVT has a 0.3-millimeter-thick wear layer and 

a TOO percent recycled backing.

PRICE range: $$-$$$

APPLICATIONS: The collection’s seven 

embossed patterns, rangingfrom wood to 

stone looks, may be specified in tile and 

plankformats. Antibacterial and allerge 

free, the flooring suits multiunit housing 

and low-trafhccommercialsettings. 

gerflorusa.com

(SNAP #226)

manufacturer: Armstrong 

Flooring
performance: The latest version of this 

through-pattern vinyl flooring comes with 

Armstrong's Diamond loTechnology, which 

provides superior resistance to stains, 

scratches, and scuffs.

PRICE range: $$

applications; Available in 64 coiorways, 

the homogenous sheet product is ideal 

for use in healthcare, education, and other 

institutional settings.

ARMSTRONGFLOORING.COM 

(SNAP #225)
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HOT AIR Because 
!'j superheated water 

serves as its cleaning 
agent, Nora System’s 
Nora Prosteamerallows 
workersto disinfect 
a hospital room’s LVT 
flooringwithout 
displacing occupants.

Full Steam 
Ahead

r\
*■, ’■ L

HYGIENE IS OF the Utmost importance in 

healthcarefacilities, particularly for patients 

in recovery. Yet safely and effectively sanitizing 

spaces can be a tricky feat: Dependingon the 

situation, the cleaning may require the tempo

rary or semiregular removal of occupants. But 

rubber-flooring manufacturer Nora Systems 
has introduced what could be agame changer— 

the Nora Pro steamer.
The compact unit quietly producesa super

heated dry steam delivered at more than 300 

degrees Fahrenheit to loosen substances such as 

dirt and grease from resilient floors. Because 

the steamer uses distilled water as opposed to 

the usual harsh chemicals, it emits no VOCs, 

ensuring improved indoor air quality for patients 

and staff alike. Plus the machine’s nonsaturating 

microfiber pad grabs the released dirt, reducing 

dryingtimes.
The result, says Tim Cole, vice president of 

marketing at Nora Systems North America, is ‘‘a 

sanitary, deep-cleaned floor that improves both 

infection control and the patient experience.”
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TRUST IN RESEARCH
Strategic, full-service market research solutions focused on measuring...
• BRAND POSITION — attitudes, ovirareness, usage, image
• CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES — satisfaction, wants/needs, likelihood to recommend, loyolty/advococy
• MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS — target audience reach, message impact, ability to cause action
• PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT — concept testing, product needs identification, nomenclature, pricing, marketing

To know whdf we know, pleose contact us ot 248-786*1683 or info@dearseasresearch.
com

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS & CONSUMER INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
•BUILDING ENVELOPE 

•ARCHITECTURE 

• PLUMBING

•HVAC • FOOD & BEVERAGE

•GAMING

•MANUFACTURING

•PACKAGING

•SECURITY

•DISTRIBUTION/LOGISTICS

RESEARCH
Making the complex clear

www.clearseasresearch.com

•ENGINEERING 

• ROOFING

CENTRAL LOCATION TESTING EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS FOCUS GROUPS SURVEYS



The World 
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THE GLOBAL TILE & STONE EXPERIENCE

Orlandoand stone show in North America, 
with 9 miles of the latest trends 
and free accredited seminars. 
Coverings is the world of tile and 
stone at your fingertips.

You
Belong
Here

Your vision defines a space. You 
bring ideas to life, creating beauty 
and function from what you see 
and experience. Coverings is the 
largest and most inspiring tile

April 4-7
2017

Register for free at coverings.com
Use Promo Code; SNAP7



Changing with the Times
TO MARK THE Centennial of its founding, Gensler studio director Linda Jacobs. It
lawfirm Kaye Scholar wanted to update also had to be able to be mud-set and
its look. So the international company, thin-set, as both installation methods
known for its progressive values, hired were required at the Midtown West site.

Gensler’s New York branch to redo its The tile’s oversize 95-by-48-inch
Manhattan office. Bypassingthe ciiched format, combined with its pale surface,

mahogany-panel walls and thick carpet- allowed the design team to open up
ing, the architects designed a light-filled the floor plan and brighten the space-

space visually united by 10,000 square all while staying within budget. “We

feet of Atlas Concorde’s Calacatta installed the tile in an ashlar pattern in
Extra porcelain tile. an open expanse nearthe windows,

The marble-look flooring’s durability amplifyingthe natural light,”says
and versatility were key. The chosen Jacobs. Paired with the matte ceilingthat
material needed to suit “high-end spans from core to window wall, the BRIGHT IDEA Atlas CoPicorde s large-formatCalacatta Extra tfleampithes the natural

light In the Manhattan office of law firm Kaye Scholar (top). Gensler installed morereception and conference spaces as well surfaces combine to create asense of
thamo.ooo square feet of the porcelain flooringthroughout the space, including in

as seating and food-service areas,” says airiness and calm. —Leslie Clagett hallways (above), conference rooms, and food-service areas.
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VETRITEMEGA

manufacturer: ItaJgraniti 

performance: The marble pattern on 

these digitally printed, color-through 

porcelain slabs doesn’t repeat, rendering 

each tile unique.

PRICE range: $$

APPLICATIONS: Measuring 95 by 47 inches, 

the rectified slabs for walls, floors, and 

ventilated facades come in three sizes and 

eight colors. They’re offered in a matte or 

polished finish.

fTALGRANITtGROUP.COM 

(SNAP #231)

CONCRETE PROFILE TILEPATCHWORK

MANUFACTURER: NemoTile 

performance: Designed by architect 

Piero Lissoni, this tile is incised with lines 

whose grooves reveal the matte clay beneath 

the glazed surface.

PRICE range; $$

applications: Available in four colorways 

and three patterns, the indoor-rated 

i6-inch-square ceramic tile can be used on 

walis,ceilings, and countertops.

NEMOTILE.COM 

(SNAP #229)

manufacturer: Bids 

performance: This tile is made by 

encasing decorative fabric or metal foil in 

protective polymer film and then sandwich

ing it between thin glass sheets.

PRICE range: $$$

applications: Suitable for countertop 
surfaces as well as walls, doors, and other 

indoorvertical applications, the material is 

offered in two thicknesses. Sizes range from 

5/8inchsquaretonoby47inches. 

5ICIS.COM 

(SNAP #232)

manufacturer: 3form 

performance: Rangingfrom 'A to 2 'A 
pounds each, theseglass-reinforced 

concrete tiles are lighter than the conven

tional concrete options of equivalent size. 

price range: $$

APPLIC ATIONS: Suitable for vertical 

applications, the presealed, noncombustible 

tiles are set usingflexible, latex-modified 

mortar. The five 3-D patterns are available in 

five colors.

3-FORM.COM 

(SNAP #230)

KEY S = VALUE, $$ = MIO-RANeE, $$$ = HIGH-END = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

::SNAP BACK
JENNIFER 
KENSONyllDA, 
NCIDQ, EDAC

Principal, Healthcare 
Interior Design 
FrandsCauffman 
Philadelphia

Hands-on Design
PAUL THRUSH posits that to understand buildings, 

products, and materials, architects must be physically 

involved in their creation. Guided by this philosophy, 

the cofounder of London-based STAC Architecture 
developed STACtile, a modular system of concrete, 

stone, and wood cladding.

“It began with the concept of creatinga modular 

tile that recalled the simplicity and playfulness 

of a child’s building block,” says Thrush. “I wanted 

each to embody pure geometries that, when grouped, 

would result In patterns that are both elegant and 

timeless.” The zoo-by-so-mlllimeter tiles can be 

shifted, rotated, and stacked.

The firm molds the concrete tiles; it mills the 

granite, marble, sandstone, and wood designs on a 

CNC machine. All pieces are installed without grout, 

which allows the composition to flow uninterrupted. 

The concrete and stone versions are suitable for both 

indoor and outdoor use; the wood units are still being 

tested to determine their weather resistance.

The tiles are available on demand from STAC 

Architecture. They can also be made in customized 

sizes and colors. —LC

“The mandate to reduce hospital- 

acquired infections is pushing our 

clients to rethink how they use tile 

surfacing. In areas where bacteria risk is 

highest, we utilize larger-format tiles to 

reducethe number of joints in the 

installation. Joints are the hardest to 

keep clean overtime; with the larger 

format, the spaces are more hygienic— 

so betterforthe patients.”

SNAP FACT

Inthesecond quarter of 2016, U.S. domestic 
shipments of ceramictile totaled

452 MILLIONBLOCK BY BLOCK The modularSTACtile System, conceived and manufactured by 
London-based STAC Architecture, lends itselfto innovative interiorand exterior 
installations (top). Offered inconcrete, stone, and wood, the 25-millimeter-thick 
tiles (above) can be shifted, rotated,and stacked.

square feet.

source: TILECOUNCIL OF NORTH AMERICA
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FORMAWALL® PE SEAL PLATE
THE NEXT CHAPTER IN INNOVATION

Discover the new standard, CENTRIA Formawall" insulated metal panel systems are now 
complete with uniquely innovative thermal and moisture control technology. The Formawall 

Pressure-Equalized (PE) Seal Plate addresses air and water infiltration with a curtainwall 
approach, creating pressure equalization at the end joint of every panel and shielding 
against water infiltration with multiple lines of defense. Combining the PE Seal Plate with 

Formawail’s pressure-equalized side joint produces the most advanced, high performance 

insulated metal panel system on the market today.

CENTRIA
REIMAGINE METAL

Discover the next chapter in innovation at 
CENTRlAperformance.com/PESealPlate 

To learn more call 1.800.250.8675
SNAP 35
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B rave N ew 
World Maryland, New 

Jersey, New York, 
and Pennsylvania

Po//cyma/cers f'nf/uence manufacturers 

in the mid-Atlantic region.
BYJ. MICHAEL WELTON

CHANGES IN Washington, 
^ D.C.,andChinaarehavingan 

\ impacton manufacturers in 
^ Maryland, Pennsylvania, 

New Jersey, and New York.

1 expect 2017to be
guided by policy change and afear of the unknown 

says Jeff Fuchs, executive director of Maryland 
World Class Consortia, a Baltimore-based eco
nomic nonprofit. “Both considerations drive busi
ness decisions that manufacturers will be making.

To get businesses running, “we need healthcare 
revised,” says Gene Barr, president and CEO of the 

Harrisburg-based Pennsylvania Chamber of 
Business and Industry. “We also need policies 
that ensure the country can move toward greater 
domestic energy security.

One positive sign is that fewer jobs are moving 

overseas. “Companies are returningfrom China,” 
claims Raymond Vaccari, directorof Newark-based 

Manufacture New Jersey Talent Network.
He maintains that manufacturing costs in the Asian 

country “have increased 200 percent in loyears.
Manufacturers like Studco Building Systems in 

Webster, New York, have beenbenefitingfrom 
uptick in construction. “Things are lookingstrong in 
Philadelphia and New York Citysays Ben Stevens, 
the company’s vice president. Adds Mark Zaroogian, 
chief operating officer of Baltimore-based lighting 

supplier Inter-lux: “Our size and scale puts us in a 
very robust and stable position.” This, he says, “really 
gives us the confidence to grow our business.

Not counting a brief slowdown during the reces

sion, Lancaster, Pennsylvania-based Ecore has 
experienced double-digit growth for the past 20 
years. “Whenyou’re growingthat fast,you continue 
to hire, invest in new equipment, and utilize space as 

best you can,” says Mitch Schreiber, vice president of 

operations at the recycled flooring manufacturer.
The outlook for 2017? “Very, very rosy,” he says.

u

»

manufacturer:
^ Ellison

location: Falconer, 
NewYork

products: Custom 
balanced doors made of 

aluminum, bronze, 

stainless steel, and 

tempered glass. 

founded: 1914 
employees: 65 
PRICE range: SSS 

ELLISONBRONZE.COM

manufacturer:
Hope’s Windows 

location: Jamestown,
NewYork

products: Custom- 
designed,5olid 
hot-rolled steel and 
solid bronze window 
anddoorsystems 

forcommerdaland 

residential projects,alongwith hurricane-, blast- 
and bullet-resistant windows, doors, and walls. 

founded: 1912 employees: 225 
price range: $SS hopeswindows.com

3

}>

. 1

7?

an
manufacturer:
CornellCookson 

location: Mountain 
Top, Pennsylvania 

products: Ceiling 
doors; high- 
performance 

closures;grillesand 

gates; and fire, 

accordion, counter, 
and insulated doors. 

founded: 1828 
employees: 600 
price range: $S

CORNELL
COOKSON.COM

.\
9 :

i

(

>7 s

manufacturer: Scranton Products
4

LOCATION: Scranton, Pennsylvania 
products: High-density polyethylene partitions, 
cubicles,and lockers. 

founded: 1983 employees: 800+ 
price range:

r:

scrantonproducts.com
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SNAPSHOTS

MARYLAND
There are 3,680 manufacturing businesses in the 

state, supportingaworkforce of

103,630
1.WEBSTER

NEW YORK
Maryland’s manufacturing 
employees earn, on average, 
more than $80,000 per 
year, exceeding the average 
worker’s salary in the state 
by more than $25,000.

T
4.SCRANTON
PENNSYLVANIA

T
T2.FALCONER

NEW YORK 6. ALLENTOWN
PENNSYLVANIA

T T3.JAMESTOWN
NEW YORK

sources: BALTIMOHe BUSINESS JOUBNAf, 
MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE9.PASSAIC

NEW JERSEY
5.MOUNTAIN TOP

PENNSYLVANIA1

1
NEW JERSEY

T The state is currently ranked
7.LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA THIRDT

8.BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

in the nation for solar power capacity.

New Jersey is home to the 
Port of New York and New 
Jersey,thethird-largest 
seaport in North America and 
the largest maritime cargo 
center on the East Coast.

source: choosenj.com

NEW YORK
Manufacturingemploys about

460,000
people statewide,at morethan 

17,000 establishments.

manufacturer: ATAS International 

location: Allentown, Pennsylvania 
products: Metal roofs, metal wall panels, and 

building-envelope systems. 
founded: 1963 employees: WQ+

PRICE RANGE: $-$$$ ATAS.COM

Of New York’s 17,000 
manufacturing establish
ments,76 percent have 
fewerthan 20 employees 
and only 91 companies have 

more than500.

source: new YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

^ manufacturer:
Bendheim

location: Passaic, New 
Jersey
products: Color-coated 
glass and glass wall 

systems, including 
curtain walls, rainscreens, 
and ventilated facades. 

founded: 1927 

employees: 80+ 
price range: $ 
bendheim.com

PENNSYLVANIA

The state’s
manufacturing output
is the eighth largest
in the United States.manufacturer: Inter-lux 

location; Baltimore 
products: Architectural and residential luminaires 
and lightingsystemsforindoorand outdoor use. 

founded: 2004 employees: 35 
price range: $$ inter-lux.com

8

Manufacturingis the foundation of Pennsylvania’s 
economy, with an impact of

$85 BILLION
annually.

source: PENNSYLVANIA MANUFACTURING WEEK 2016
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BOUNDARIES OMES TO FLOORS
WE DON'T S. i> •

ENDLESS PERFORMA

Manufactured and installed, we bring you proven seamless floor solutions. 

Sterile, stain-resistant, high-impact floors for healthcare environments. 

From corridors to critical care, we take full responsibility for products and 

installation.

THE

STONHARD

CROUP
800.257.7953 thestonhardgroup.com 
1000 East Park Avenue, Maple Shade, NJ 08052 USA

© 2017,The Stonhard Group

SNAP 68

FLOORS FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT

STONHARD e liguidelements-artfully poured hGors*



GREENSOURCE

RAISE THE ROOF
Apatchwork of nearby 
fields (above) inspired 
the shape of the 
canopytopping UC 
Davis’s art museum. 
Supported by circular 
columns, the overhang 

covers a 50,000- 
square-foot area, 
creatingagenerous 
entry plaza (top).

The Hangover
An overarching canopy is the main attraction at a newart museum on UC Davis’s rural campus.

BY JOSEPHINE MINUTILLO

unconventional solution. Rather than create a presence with building height, 

the other shortlisted entries did, they proposed a one-story structure with a 

dramatic canopy reachingfar beyond the building’s footprint.

The strategy—which also would save money on elevators and egress 

stairs—won SO-IL and BCJthe competition for what would become the Jan 
Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem Museum of Art. But the design of 

that critical overhang had to be developed over the next couple of years. “The 

canopy is essentially Pole Dance made solid,” says Florian Idenburg, who 

founded SO-IL with his wife, Jing Liu. Idenburg is referringto the duo's 2010 

installation at MoMA PSi in Queens, New York, where a large net supported by 

aseries of pivoting poles covered that museum’s courtyard—an exploration, 

accordingtothefirm,ofmultisensory environments rather than finite forms.

BEGINNING IN THE EARLY 1960s, the University of California at Davis 
became home to a thriving academic art scene, with influential figures such 

Wayne Thiebaud, known for his colorful paintings of everyday objects, and 

Robert Arneson, father of the Funk movement, among its diverse faculty.
In recentyears, the university has sought to reignite the creative energy of that 

A 2013 competition for the school’s first purpose-built art museum—

2 previously, work was exhibited in a handful of galleries in existing buiidings—

I called for a structure that would be a magnet on the sprawling campus. But 

% the budget was extremely tight, and the client mandated a contractor-led 

I design-build team.
I Paired with contractor Whiting-Turner, architects SO-IL, based in New 
5 York, and the San Francisco office of Bohlin Cywinski Jackson (BCJ) offered

an

as

as

era.
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At Davis, the inspiration for the canopy’s simple construction andCAST A SHADOW canopy,features three mainareas—for galleries, offices, and classrooms—sensuousThe arcing canopy dips design came from the patchwork of cultivated plots of land in the surrounding 

fields. The architects beautifully re-created that tapestry in metal with the
which pinwheel around acentral lobby and interior courtyard. Its exterior wailsaslowasi2feetatthe
feature elegantly corrugated precast-concrete panels, some risingt032feet.frontof the building

orthogonal sections of the canopy, interrupting it with sweeping curves, a refer-(above). Overthe main and straightandcurvingglass,the biggest sheet of which measures io by 14 feet.
ence to the Sacramento River that meanders across the farmlands.entrance, a large disk Like SANAA’S Glass Pavilion at theToledo Museum of Art, which Idenburg 

and Raalso worked on together, the glazing here Is mullionless.Sincethe span is 

taller than at Toledo, theglass is also slightly thicker, with two lites of 44 inch

(top right) protects Initial ideas for the canopy, which reaches as high as 34 feet and dips as low
visitors from as 12, called for asteel frame and subframe connecting perforated sheets of
infrequent rain. The aluminum. But the design team determined it would be more cost-effective, and

apieceseparatedbyaclearinterlayer."Usinga principle similartoaglass balus-museum contains
indeed more interesting, to give dimension to the aluminum and allow it to span 

the main frame. This approach also eliminated the need for the secondary steel.

The resulting triangular infill beamsare dense in some sections and sparse in 

others,castingan array of intriguing shadow patterns onto the walls and ground 

beneath. "We were able to dial it up or dial it down as we wanted,’’ explains

more than 8,000 trade, we clamped the laminated panels atthe bottom so they essentially 

tilever off the ground,” explains Ra.
can-squarefeet of gallery

space (lower right).
The 8,000 squarefeetofgalleriesfeaturepolished-concretefloors. With

works on paper comprisingnearly three-quarters of the pieces on show, the

spaces are entirely lit by LEDs; occupancy sensors turn the lights on and off to
Michael Ra, principal in charge at Front, the project’s canopy and glazing consul 

tant. Idenburgand Ra have developed custom metal solutions together before:
preserve power. An off-site PV array satisfies some of the energy demand. The
building is on track to achieve LEED Platinum certification and would be one of

on SO-IL’s Kukje Gallery in Seoul, which is draped in a blanket of stainless-steel only a handful of U.S. museums to do so.
rings, and on the expanded aluminum mesh that clads the New Museum in New Whether one approaches the campus from thefreeway or just strolls 

through it, the $30 million museum is asight to behold. Architects often talkYork, completed when Idenburg was with SANAA.
While the aluminum at the New Museum was anodized, acorrosion-resistant, about how constraints can encourage creativity. This is a vivid example of a tight 

budget leadingto truly innovative design. More than that, SO-IL and BCJ havemarine-grade alloy was used for the beams atthe Davis site. This allowed them

to be left uncoated,exposingthe natural material. The three-dimensional treat-
designed a building appropriate for the size and scope of UC Davis’s collection

ment of the aluminum, coupled with its raw metallic finish, gives the canopy a 

visual softness. “There is the hard box with amore delicate veil.” explains Idenburg. 

The hard box, of course, is the building itself. More like a pavilion, the highly

and audience, avoiding the costly mistake UC Berkeley made with Its art
museum

and film archives, which opened last January. The latter spent nearly four times

as much on what was primarily a renovation of an existing building. At UC Davis,
transparent 30,ooo-square-foot container, whose rooffollowsthearc of the the university certainly got its money’s worth—and then some. ■
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Azon Saves Energy
Daylighting systems produced with
Azon structural thermal barrier
technologies—^the MLP^“ or Dual
Cavity—for aluminum windows and
high performance glazing
components for insulating glass, will
yield a fenestration system capable of
upholding the highest efficiency and
sustainability standards.

• Polyurethane polymer with superior insulating
properties for the best balance of energy
efficiency and performance

• NEW: MLP™(mechanical lock profile) and dual
cavity designs for fenestration products used in
the most demanding climates and conditions

• High strength for larger spans—industry’s
strongest thermal barrier for aluminum storefront,
curtain wall and windows

• AZO/Tec® technical services with expertise in

window design

Extreme cold temperatures of -100'*C (-148‘t) will not
transfer through an aluminum frame with a modem
pour and debridge thermal barrier (and neither will high
temperatures in irery hot environments)

Learn about the role

of Azon thermai
barriers in energy
conservation.

1 HSW Learning UnitAzon Saves Energy
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CONTINUING EDUCATION: BIOPHILIA
FROM ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

Suite Life
Biophilic design and 
the hospitality sector are 
a natural fit
BY KATHARINE LOGAN

IN DOWNTOWN SINGAPORE, where 
high-rises are built to their lot lines, Oasia, a 

27'Story hotel and office building, introduces 

a leafygreen respite from the dense urban 

setting. Creeping plants of 2i species climb 

across the tower’s red mesh facades. Hum

mingbirds and insects feed on the nectar on 

offer and the petals of spent flowers spin 

down into the streets.

Market research su^ests that hotels mak

ing room for nature can reap significant 

advantages. “A hotel’s product is its environ

ment,” says Richard Hassell, a principal at 

WOHA, the Singapore-based architeas that 

created Oasia. Utilizing biophilic design- 

design that accounts for humankind’s innate 

need for a connection to nature—can add an 

extra level of comfortto that environment.

It also can affect prospective guests’ choices. 

In the case of Oasia, management uses the 

hotel’sfacadeasa marketingtool. “It’san easy 

sell,” says Hassell. In general, he adds, “Hospi

tality projects are advance soldiers in the fight 

to have more greenery on buildings.”

Oasia’s lush landscape is not difficuitto 

achieve, especiallyin tropical Singapore.There 

have been plants on buildings for centuries, 

and there’s nothing really innovative about the 

technology used at Oasia, which opened in 

April. The hotel’s envelope consists of an outer 

• layerofexpanded aluminum mesh, powder- 

coated in fiveshades of red, orange, and pink. 

Behind the mesh, painted precast-concrete 

panels serve asthe weather barrier. Between 

these two layers, the creepers that climb the 

facade grow in giant fiberglass tubs, with a 

passageway for maintenance access. There's 

some additional expense, but accordingto 

WOHA, it isn’t prohibitive. The cost may even 

be offset by savings elsewhere, on aluminum 

mesh and painted concrete cladding for 

example, of which the total outlay is less than 

that ofa curtain wall.

What is different are greenery’s mainte

nance requirements. “As architects, we’re 

trained to think that you design a building it's 

made, and then it’s there,” says Hassell. But for 

a design that integrates living growing nature

VERTICAL GARDEN Creeping plants cover 
WOHA’s Oasia, a 27-story hotel and office building 
in Singapore. The greenery climbs the high-rise's 
outer envelope of expanded aluminum mesh, 
which Is powder-coated in shades of red, orange, 
and pink.
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URBAN JUNGLE Curvitineargardens(aboveandto succeed in the longterm, there must be
opposite) are integrated into the facade of WOHA’s

champions within the organization operating
Park Royal on Pickering hotel in Singapore. Guests

the buildingthat will sustain the effort. “It can can enjoy the vegetation while watkingthrough the
be more or less labor-intensive, depending on outdoor corridors (right),
how [the project] is designed,” says Hassell of

the job, “but it does require that someone

consistently care about it.’
including reduced stress, improved cognitiveThe biophilic design that characterizes
performance, and enhanced creativity. TheOasia—and WOHA's work in general—stems
research goes back decades and includes afrom three complementary rationales. The
landmarki984Studythatfound improvedfirst is stewardship of nature as cities expand:
recovery rates and reduced pain-medicationthe need to create places for nature at the
requests from hospital patients in rooms withsame time we create floor area. With increas-
views of nature.ing urbanization, we need to wrap nature into

The third rationale is ecosystem services—our buildings if we aregoingto have any kind
the multitude of ways natural systems supportof connection to it.
humankind. Biophilic features can often helpThe second rationale is “just that selfish
manage stormwater, mitigate pollution, anddelight that comes from living a more beauti-
reducethe heat-island effect,forexample.ful, peaceful, centered, and calm life when
Specific to the hospitality sector, a 20i4studyyou’re surrounded by nature,” says Hassell.
from the Cornell School of Hotel Administra-Hundredsofstudies have demonstrated the
tion (SHA) found that eco-certified hotelspositive impacts of biophilic environments.
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LUSH LIFE Plant- 
covered balconies and 
terraces wrap around 
the facade of WOHA’s 
Park Royal on Pickering 
hotel (left). Each guest 
room offers a view of 
greenery (above).

recorded higher resource efficiency for both 

customer and operational activities.

Another2oi4studyfrom Cornell’s SHA 

found that LEED-certified hotels achieved 

higher daily rates the first two years after certi

fication than their noncertifted competitors 

did. Although LEED doesn’t explicitly require 

the inclusion of biophilic elements, datafind- 

ingthat customers will pay higher rates fora 

green hotel su^ests economic benefits from 

an approach that integrates nature.

Buildingonthe Cornell report, aforthcom- 

ing study from Terrapin Bright Green, a New 

York-based green building research and con

sulting practice, su^ests that biophilia plays a 

role in customer preferences. Comparing 

guest comments across asample of biophilic 

and conventional hotels, Terrapin’s research

ers found the most frequent point of praise 

from guests who had stayed at a biophilic hotel 

was its design (whereas praise from guests 

who had stayed at one ofthe conventional 

hotels pertained most frequently to mainte

nance and service). This matters, for according 

to “Winningthe Race for Guest Loyalty,”a 

recent report from global financial consul

tancy Deloitte, basics like cleanliness and com

fort are no longer enough for hotels to 

differentiate themselves from their competi

tors. Instead customers—and in particular 

millennials, who will make up three-quarters 

of frequent business travelers by 2025—are 

looking for more memorable experiences.

The Park Royal on Pickering, another 

WOHA-designed building, which has achieved 

Singapore’s highest environmental certifica

tion, provides an example of what the biophilic

effect can mean from a marketing perspective. 

The 300,000-square-feet hotel and office 

building includes 160,000 square feet of sky 

gardens, so that an adjacent park appears to be 

steppingup and through the building. Since 

the Park Royal’s 2013 opening, it has enjoyed 

close toioo percent occupancy. Its room rates 

are double the original projections and its 

image has appeared on travel-related web 

pages as the personification of Asia’s hospital

ity sector. Park Royal bookings have even 

spilled over to other Singapore hotels associ

ated with the property.

Dramatic, exuberant greenery is not the 

only way to achieve biophilic effects, however. 

In a previous study. Terrapin identified three 

categories of biophilic design: nature in the 

space (the direct, physical presence of nature); 

nature of thespace (spatial configurations 

that resemble conditions found in nature); and 

natural analogs (nonliving evocations of 

nature such as organic shapes in artwork, 

ornamentation, and furniture). Together, 

these categories comprise i4iypes or patterns. 

To identify the strongest correlations to lower- 

ingstress, improving cognitive performance, 

and elevatingemotion and mood,Terrapin 

crosschecked more than 500 reports and aca

demic publications pertainingto biophilic 

response, The practice then ranked the pat

terns by the strength of research supporting 

their effects on health and well-being

In a postoccupancy case study ofthe Park 

Royal on Pickering Terrapin’s researchers 

found examples of all 14 biophilic patterns, 

with four identified as predominant. “Visual 

Connection with Nature” (the extensive
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CONTINUING education: biophilia
FROM ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

nonbiophilic lobbies, about 25 percent of 

users made extended use of the lobby— 

buying food or drink, meeting people, working, 

or relaxing in the biophilic lobbies, the pro

portion of extended users rose to 36 percent 

In one biophilic hotel, which had been designed 

deliberatelyto encourage extended lobby 

activities, the researchers found that among 

the users were residents from the surrounding 

neighborhood. This provided additional reve- g

nue without the need to sell another bed. 5

Oneofthe hotel brands in the lobby study, 2
>Starwood Capital Group’s 1 Hotel, has put | 

biophilic design at the center of its identity. 3 

The hotel’sfirstground-up new building, I
1 Hotel Brooklyn Bridge, is sched uled to %

open in Februaryatthe edge of the East S

River, across from Lower Manhattan. S

greenery, both outside and in) correlates 

stronglyto lowered blood pressure and heart 

rate, and to improved mental attentiveness 

and engagement; it also positively affected 

attitude and overall happiness. “Biomorphic 

Forms and Patterns” (the building’s 

abstracted landscape contours of layered pre

cast concrete and interior curvilinear wood 

forms) are the preferred design of many. 

When coupled with reliable safeguards, “Risk/ 

Peril” spaces (the cantilevered human-scale 

birdcages, perched at the end of narrow 

bridges and that provide views of the city) cre

ate strong dopamine and pleasure responses. 

“Complexity and Order” (intricate geometric 

patterns that mimic those encountered in 

nature, such as the complex wood-and-metal 

lattice that encloses the building’s spiral

staircase) have been linked with improved per

ceptual and physiological stress responses.

Another way of saying all this, of course, is 

that these patterns make the hotel’s guests 

feel better. And when guests feel better, they 

stay longer and visit again.

Although “selling beds” provides most 

of hotels’ income, there are other streams. “It 

used to be that the hotel lobby was the living 

room of a community," says Bill Browning, 

a partner at Terrapin. “Many of the brands are 

now rediscoveringthat lobbies can befantas- 

tic social spaces and sources of additional 

revenue.”To investigate the role of biophilic 

design in that trend. Terrapin’s researchers 

monitored occupancy patterns in the lobbies 

of six Manhattan hotels, three of which had 

biophilicfeatures.Theyfoundthatinthe

SOFTENING THE 
CITY Extensive 
greenery that covers 
terraces and vertical 
fins on the facade of 
Marvel Architects’ 1 
Hotel Brooklyn Bridge 
merges the building 
with the adjacent park.
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continuing-education requirements can be found
oniineatcontinuingeducation.bnpmedia.com.

Learning Objectives

1 Outlinethe ecosystem servicesthatbiophiiic 
eiementscan provide.

3 Oescrlbesomeoftheimpactsthatbiophilic 
eiements can haveon the heaith and weli-being 
ofbuildingoccupants.

3 Identifythe approaches to biophiiiathatare 

most appropriate to the hospitality sector.

4 Describe how biophiiia wasincorporated into 
the Park Royai on Pickeringand the Oasia.both 
in Singapore,and the 1 Hotel Brooklyn Bridge, 
in NewYork.

AIA/CES Course «tKi6i2A.

Designed by New York-based Marvel Architects, the i94-key 

hotel/io6-unit condominium building connects literally and 

g figurativelywithitssurroundings.Extensivegreeneryonroofsand

1 terraces integrates the structure with Brooklyn Bridge Park.

2 The terraces,togetherwithbuilding'heightvertical fins, evoke

I eroded geological formations, a reference to the bluffs in this part 

‘i ofBrooklyn.Fourpublicpassagewayscutthroughthestructure,

< linking the neighborhood and park. These portals include boul- 
§ ders, trees, plantings, and art; they also are lined with yellow pine 

I recycled from the warehouses that formerly occupied the site, 
s Inside the building,intehorarchitects Incorporated used highly 

S tactile materials inspired by Brooklyn's waterfront. "People want 

^ authentic experiencethatconnectsthemtotheplaceculturally,

I visually, and physically,” says Incorporated partner Adam Rolston 

^ of the approach. Salvaged and weathered woodsappearthrough- 
i out 1 Hotel: asa ceilingtreatment, as a liningfor elevator cabs, and 

S as millwork in guest rooms. Stone forthe lobby's massive white 

S granite stairway came from the same quarry as did the granite

of the Brooklyn Bridge. Photos of rusted ship hulls even served as 

the basis forthe hotel’s carpet patterns. “Almost every material 

[used] has some effect of weathering, oxidation, or being some

how wrought,” continues Rolston. To further entwine nature and 

place, the New York-based firm also collaborated with local fabri

cators, inviting them to suggest materials and methods.

Starwood Capital had experience incorporating natural 

materials into i Hotel's two other properties, located near New 

York’s Central Park and in Miami’s South Beach. Waad El Hadidy, 

a designerwith the company, predicts people will connect with 

the highly textured and narratively richfinishesofthei Hotel 

Brooklyn Bridge. “Wegetasked,‘What does this comefrom?’” 

she says ofthe decor. “Not only are guests genuinely interested, 

but hotel staff are, too. People are drawn to touch things that 

have a story.” ■

an

FORCED CREDIT,R£AD“SUITE LIFE" AND TAKETHE 
QUIZATCONTINUINGEDUCATION.BNPMEDIA.COM, 
OR USE OUR ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 
CONTINUING-EOUCATIONAPP.AVAILABLEINTHE 
ITUNESSTORE.

KATHARINE LOGAN IS AN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER AND A WRITER 

FOCUSING ON SUSTAINABILITYAND WELL-BEING.
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Look to these pages for products brought to you directly from 

martufacturers. You’ll find price, application, performance data, and 

contact information-the facts needed to make the right decisions. Use 

the reader service card in the issue or go online at architecturalrecord. 

com to request further details.

MANUFACTURERS’
SPOTLIGHT SECTION

Weathered materials inspired Tandus Centiva's Indigenous Materials line of luxury vinyl tile, which is digitally printed and
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Roofing, Siding, Thermal 
& Moisture Protection
Goods for constructing the building envelope, such as 
exterior wall and roof panels, sheathing, thermal insula
tion, and waterproofing.

Page 54Materials
Basic products used in construction, among them 
lumber, concrete, and masonry units. Includes paint, 
coatings, and structural materials and fittings.

Doors, Windows
Doors, windows, storefronts, entrances, skylights, 
framing systems, glazed curtain walls, and translucent 
wall and roof assemblies.
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Mechanical Systems, HVAC, Plumbing

Products for conditioning, moving, holding, and control
ling air, water, and other fluids. Examples include fans, 
ventilators, and boilers.

Page 54Page 53Equipment
A broad range of electrical and tech goods, among them 
audiovisual, multimedia, and control systems. Also cov
ers elevators and appliances.

Specialty Products
Products for special applications or that apply to more 
than one category, such as gates, ladders, columns, 
signage, awnings, canopies, and railing systems.
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Interior Finishes, Furnishings
Products for finishing and furnishing building interiors, 
including flooring, wallcoverings, ceilings, furniture, 
shelving systems, and window treatments.
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DOORS, WIN DOWS DOORS, WINDOWS

WOOD ACOUSTIC DOORS HISTORIC REPLICATION WINDOWS
$$$ WR

Overly Door Company Graham Architectural Products

Wood acoustic doors are lead-, asbestos- and 
formaldehyde-free and are now available with 
FSC Chain of Custody.
Product Application

i • Brentwood Baptish Church, Brentwood, TN 
I • USDepartmentofState,Washington,DC 

! • Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA 
Performance Data 

I • FSCChainofCustody 

j • 3/4-hrUL fire ratings: STC 41 thru 49

With its floating vent, large openings, minimal sight 
lines and applied grids, the SR6700 Series window 
replicates historic steel windows.
Product Application
• State-of-the-art thermal technology in antiquated 
design for historic and commercial applications
• Meets needs of the National Park Service and Depart
ment of Energy
Performance Data
• Architectural grade aluminum window with exceptional 
air, water, structural and thermal performance
• AAMAand NFRC tested and certified product 

www.grahamwindows.com
800.755.6274 I jeisenbeis@grahamwindows.com

: www.overly.com 
j 800.979.7300 SNAP 234 SNAP 235

DOORS, WINDOWS DOORS. WINDOWS

MAXIMIZE SPACE
WR I GREEN

Raydoor ®

SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE
$$

Richards-WUcox Specialty Door Hardware
' Sliding doors & walls that permit light into a room,
: while being a functional & flexible solution to divide 
: interior space.

Product Application 
■ • Residential

• Hospitality
• Commercial 
Performance Data
• Fully customizable solution for any application
• Lightweight, No Floor track & FSC certified

Smooth operating Sliding Door Track and Hardware 
move even the heaviest of doors with little effort.

can

Product Application;
• Smuckers Corporation, Ohio
• Goggle Works, Baltimore-Adaptive Reuse Museum
• Historic Wye Hall, Maryland

Performance Data:
♦ Box Track or Flat Track for 300 - 5,000 lb doors
• Custom Project Design Support

www.rwhardware.com
800-253-5668, ext. 4678 I diorden@richardswllcox.comraydoor.com

212.421.0641 I info@raydoor.com

DOORS, WINDOWS DOORS, WINDOWS

I LIFT-STRAP BIFOLD DOORS AND ONE- 
i PIECE HYDRAULIC DESIGNER DOORS

AZON SAVES ENERGY
!GREEN

Azon
structural thermal barrier technologies, energy efficiency 
and high strength for aluminum fenestration products.

Product Application:
• Storefront and curtain wall applications
• Commercial aluminum, windows, doors and skylights
• Thermal barriers for framing

Performance Data:
• Intelligent technologies reduce overall U-factor
• HigherCRF (Condensation Resistance Factor)

/
WR

Sdiweiss Doors, Moving Walls
Schweiss Doors manufactures unique custom designer 
doors, one-piece hydraulic doors and patented lift-strap 
opening/closing bifold doors.

Product Application:
• Movingdoors and walls
• You think it, we build it
• Custom designed storefronts and more...
Performance Data;
• Faster, safer operation 

' "Zero lost headroom
j • Superiordeslgn that keeps working!

i www.schweiS5doors.com 
: 507.426.8273 I schwelss@bifold.com

V

\

www.azonintl.com
800.788.5942

239

EQUIPMENT INTERIOR FINISHES, FURNISHINGS

SERIES 3000 DOCK LIFT- UPDATED & EXPANDED ULTRA-WHITE FADE® GLASS

$S
I Advance Lifts, Inc

Advance Lifts Inc. The nations#! dock lift builder has 
recently updated and expanded their 3000 series of 
pit mounted dock lifts.
Product Application
• This newly expanded line brings lower lowered heights 
and a significant cost reduction to dock lifts with capaci
ties between 8,000 and 20,000 pounds.
Performance Data
• With the industry's leading warranty and most com
plete lines of surface and pit mounted dock lifts, every 
dock needs and Advance Lift.

Bendheim

A unique digital printing technology creates a fully 
customizable, superior fade. The glass features an 
ultra-dense, brilliant white privacy area, smoothly 
fading to clear at the top and/or bottom.
Product Application
• NYU Langone Medical Center
• Dulles Airport British Airways Lounge 
Performance Data
• Can improve STC rating by approx, 4 points
• Laminated safety glass meets building codes

www.advancetifts.com
1.800.843.3525 i michaelr@advancelifts.com

www.bendheim.com/professional 
800.221.7379 I info@bendheim.comSNAP240 SNAP 241 !
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INTERIOR FINISHES. FURNISHINGS INTERIOR FINISHES, FURNISHINGS

SEAMLESS FLOOR - FORM & FUNCTION INTERIOR FINISHES. FURNISHINGS

$sStonhard, a brand of The Stonhard Group

Polished is a stronger, safer and superior design 
alternative to stained or polished concrete. 8 contem
porary, rich colors in both matte & gloss finishes. 
Product Application
• Universityof Pennsylvania, PA
• Times Square Restaurants, NY
• NewYorkPsychiatricInstitute.NY
• Self Medical Group, South Carolina 
Performance Data
• Stain & abrasion resistant
• Seamless surface is dean, no waxing, easy to maintain
• Durable - long-term solution, contemporary design 

www.stonhard.com
800.257.7953

Aurora Storage Products, Inc

Times-2, the modern, dual-sided alternative to lateral filing 
cabinets, stores more In a smaller footprint and saves office 
rental costs.
Product Application:
• Personal Office Storage
• Collaborative Work Areas
• Departmental Storage

Performance Data:
• 10 Unit Sizes, 31 Beautiful Eco-Friendly Colors
• Stores personal items, books, binders and files

www.aurorastorage.com
800-253-5668,6x1.4520 I sniemiec@aurorastorage.com
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS. HVAC. PLUMBINGMATERIALS

ARCHITECTURAL ZERO-THRESHOLD SHOWER DRAINS! NATURALLY-MADE FULL BED BUILDING STONE
; WR I @IEEN

Infinity Drain - Made In USA

Versatile linear drain systems For shower enclosures 
and outdoor applications. Systems for any water
proofing technique, any length, and any flooring 
material.
Product Application
• Create a curbless shower
• Pitch the floor in one direction
• No limitation on tile size or slab material
• Meets ADA requirements for handicap showers
Porformanco Data
• Visit www.lnfinityDrain.com for technical info, CAD 
drawings, and installation videos 

www.lnfinityDrain.com
t 516.767.6786 I lnfo@lnfinityDrain.com

! Arriscraft

Made from natural materials (sand and lime), plus 
color pigments, Arriscraft stone offers the aesthetics 

I and performance of quarried stone, yet installs using 
i standard masonry techniques.

Product Application
• Commercial and residential
• Interior and exterior applications 
Performance Data
• Meets reqs of ASTM C73
• Compressive strength, durability and dimensional 
tolerances w/n range of quality limestone (ASTM C568) 
and sandstone products (ASTM C6i6) 

www.arriscraft.com
i 800.265.8123
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ROOFING. SIDING, THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTIONMECHANICAL SYSTEMS, HVAC, PLUMBING

: ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE CLADDING PANELS
i GREEN I WR

STAINLESS STEEL 16-GAUGE INDUSTRIAL SINKS
^ I GREEN I NEW

Just Manufacturing SLENDERWALL\ Easi-Set Worldwide Licensed Precasters
I

SlenderWall is an Ultra Hi-Performance 28 Ib/sf 
award winning architectural precast concrete with 
integral heavy-gauge steel-stud frame building enve
lope panel system. Wind-load tested to 226 mph.
Product Application
• Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD
• Bioinnovation Center, New Orleans, LA
• Westin Luxury Hotel, Virginia Beach, VA
• US Army Legal Headquarters, Ft. Belvoir, VA
Performance Data
• Factory-installed continuous closed-cell foam insula
tion • compliant with all lECC/ASHRE energy codes 

www.SlenderWail.com
800.547.4045 I info@easiset.com

A COMPLETE BUILDING PANEL 
INSIDE AND OUT

ARMOR Series: 16-gauge type 304, seamlessly die 
drawn, true gauge industrial-grade stainless steel 
drop-in and under-mount sinks.
Product Application
• Commercial and industrial applications
• Full range of sizes; available in ADA-compliant and 
standard depths
• Max capacity straight sided bowl configuration
Performance Data
• 25% thicker compared to standard 18 gauge
• Just Sinks are made in the USA from domestic stainless 
steel of 90% recycled content 
www.justmfg.com
847.678.5150 I Customer Service

TVfd toWMC SMIW
ft! Mw—wm NfiiumiNu

Fewer on-site trades Faster installation 
Lower structural cost ■ Class 'A"HnishesJS«».TWt3M55
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MAKING THE COMPLEX CLEAR

Clear Seas Clear Seas Research is an industry-focused market research company ded
icated to providing clear insights to complex business questions. Capturing 
feedback via quantitative surveys (online, phone, moil or in-person) OR 
qualitative experiences (one-on-ones, focus groups or bulletin boards), we 
present results that are easily understood, insightful and actionable.RESEARCH

Making the complex clear
www.clearseasresearch.com
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ROOFING, SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTIONROOFING, SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTEaiON

METAL ROOFING
GREEN I $$

Petersen Aluminum Corporation

SNAP-CLAD Metal Roofing Panels feature architec
tural aesthetics and structural performance. They are 
corrective leveled for superior flatness.
Product Application
• Mundelein Village Hall, Mundelein, IL
Performance Data
• Available in 38 colors on steel and 36 on aluminum
• 30-year non-prorated finish warranty
• Labor-saving one-piece design

THE ULTIMATE WATER TABLE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM

I Epro Services, Inc., Wichita, KS 67211

Product Application
• Complete field-installed composite
• Cost effective, timely application
• Adaptable project design
• Flexible for unique construction conditions
• High productivity 
Performance Data

I • Seamless, self-sealing system
• Excellent strength and durability
• Exceptional chemical resistance
• Fully bonded to slab
• Redundant protection 

www.eproserv.com 
800.882.1896 I info@eproserv.com

.
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PAC-CLAD.com
800.722.2523 I Rob Heselbarth Booth: 1219 IRE SNAPaA9SNAP248

SPECIALTY PRODUCTSROOFING, SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION

INDOOR/OUTDOOR NOISE BARRIER PANELPERFORATED IMAGING ON VA PARKING STRUCTURE
$WR

Acoustical Surfaces, Inc.

Echo Barrier reusable noise barrier/absorber panel 
offers superior acoustic performance. These panels 
are lightweight, easy to install, easy to move from 
site to site, storable and designed to last.
Product AppUcation
• Constructlon/demolition, loading and unloading areas
• Utility/maintenance sites, highway noise
• Outdoor music venues, public events
• Gun ranges and many other applications
Performance Data
• Superior acoustic performance, NRC up to .95
• Weatherproof and durable 
www.acousticalsurfaces.com 
800.A48.0121 I sales@acou5ticalsurfaces.com

; Dri-Design

j Dri-Design’s Perforated Imaging technology can 
: reproduce virtually any image by varying the size,
! density and location of the perforations.
! Product Application

• Carl T. Hayden VA Medical Center parking garage
• Phoenix, AZ

j • Perforated and Perforated Imaging Panels
Performance Data

I • Available in a variety of materials and colors.
• Fully tested to exceed A5TM standards and the latest 

' AMMA 508-07.

• Not laminated ora composite material. 

www.dri-design.com
616.355.2970 I sales@dri-design.com SNAP 251 ]

SPECIALTY PRODUCTSSPECIALTY PRODUCTS

ANTI-SLIP STAIR TREADS & NOSINGSI FOLDING STAIRWAY
! SSINEW

j Precision Ladders, LLC

$
Make Every Step

Wooster Products, Inc

Anti-Slip Stair and Walkway Products for new 
construction and renovation. Brand names include 
Supergrit, Spectra, Alumogrit, Stairmaster and 
NITEGLOW.
Product Application
• Commercial and residential buildings
• Transit systems
• Stadiums and ballparks 
Performance Data
• Indoor and outdoor use
• ADA, New York MEA, IBC, and IFC compliant
• Available In a variety of profiles and colors 

www.wooster-products.com 
800.321.4936

A Safe One...
Automatic Super Simplex Folding Stairway opens and 
unfolds at the press of a button. New patent-pending 
stair can be operated from above or below for ceiling 
heights up to 16 ft.
Product Application

; • University of Memphis Clock Tower, Memphis, TN
• 1-78 Toll Plaza. Blackwood, N)
• Fort Saskatchewan Hospital, Edmonton. Alberta
Performance Data
• 500-lb load rating with actual shear of rivets tested to 
1,175 lb; steel frame, extruded aluminum treads

with ANITI.SLIP NOSINGS!

www.precisionladders.com 
800.225.7814 I Steve Fugate SNAP 258SNAP260

FORMAWALL® INSULATED METAL VERTICAL JOINT
CENTRIA’s Forma\A/all® Insulated Metal Panel System is now enhanced 
with the Formawall insulated Metal Vertical (IMV) Joint. By replacing 
traditional exposed gaskets at end joints with metal joinery, the Formawall 
IMV Joint provides the most advanced protection from air and water 
penetration and maximum thermal performance.

To learn more visit CENTRlAperformance.com/IMV or call 800.250.7897.
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Clear Seas
RESEARCH
Making the complex clear

MAKING THE COMPLEX CLEAR
Clear Seas Research is an indusfry-focused market research company dedicated to providing clear insights to complex business questions. 
Capturing feedback via quantitative surveys (online, phone, mail or in-person) OR qualitative experiences (one-on-ones, focus groups or 
bulletin boards), we present results that are easily understood, insightful and actionable.
www.clearseasresearch.coiti

NO WAX SHEET RUBBER FLOORING

RO. Box 7038 • Akron, Ohio 44306 
800-321-2381 • Fax 330-773-3254 

info@mussonrubber.com • wvAv.mussonrubber.com
MUSSON RUBBER CO.
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DATES + EVENTS

environments. For more information, visit 
sfmoma.org.

period, with the United States as consumer and 
originator, while considering Eastern and Western 
European influences to define an emerging 
language of modern design. The exhibition will 
examinethe strong connections between the 
United States and France and Austria, as talent, 
craftsmanship, urbanity, and experimentation 
flowed back and forth across the Atlantic. For more 
information, visit cooperhewitt.org.

Yayoi Kusama: Infinity Mirrors
WASHINGTON, D.C.

February 23-May 14,2017 
A celebration of the Japanese artist's 65-year 
career, Yayoi ^Cusama; Infinity Mirrors is taking 
place atthe Hirshhorn Museum. Visitors will have 
the opportunity to discover six of Kusama’s 
InfinityMirrorRoomsalongside a selection of 
otherkeyworks—including paintings from her 
most recent series, "My Eternal Soul,” which have 
never been shown in the United States. For more 
information, visit hirshhorn.si.edu.

NEW AND UPCOMING 
EXHIBITIONS

Moholy-Nagy: Future Present
LOS ANGELES

February i2-June i8,2017 
This exhibit, the United States’first L^szl6 
Moholy-Nagy retrospective in nearly 50years, 
reveals a utopian artist who believed that art 
could work hand in hand with technology for the 
betterment of humanity. Moholy-Nagy: Future 
Present, taking place at the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art (LACMA), examines the career of 
this pioneering painter, photographer.sculptor, 
and filmmaker and includes more than 250 
multimedia worksfrom public and private 
collections across Europe and the United States. 
For more information, visit lacma.org.

Archive of Creative Culture
SANFHANCISCO 

February 1 i-June 4,2017 
A nomination-based, participatory pro|ect,Arch/ve 
of Creative Culture documents the histories 
of respected creative thinkers. The result is a 
collection of books from selected visual, perform
ing, and literary artists, musicians, curators, and 
cultural figures. Each book, displayed at San 
Francisco's Museum of Craft and Design, is 
intended to be ago-to reference and source of 
inspiration. For more information, visit sfmcd.org.

ONGOING EXHIBITIONS

Building Optimism: Public Space 
in South America
PITTSBURGH

Through February 13,2017 
This exhibition at the Carnegie Museum of Art, 
which spans projects in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela, Su/W/ngOpf/mfem; 
Public Space in South America investigates ways 
that emerging architects and designers instigate 
change through the design of public space. Via 
photography, video, drawings, and models, it 
immerses visitors in the inventive ways that public 
spaces can become social spaces as the sites 
respond to the circumstances and pressures of 
their communities. For more information, 
visitcmoa.org.

Go
CHICAGO

February 23-June 4,2017 
The second exhibition in the Art Institute of 
Chicago's Modern Series explores how artists have 
responded in different ways to experiencing the 
world in an accelerated modern age. Go offers a 
range of sensory encounters and, through paintings, 
sculpture, works on paper, photographs, designed 
objects, textiles, books,and films, reveals not only 
how speed has been celebrated but also how it has 
been managed and resisted. For more information, 
visit articedu.

Bureau Spectacular: 
insideoutsidebetweenbeyond
SAN FRANCISCO 

February n-August 73,2077 
For its first museum presentation on the West 
Coast, architecture studio Bureau Spectacular 
has designed a large-scale installation that further 
develops the studio’s ideas on past, current, and 
future architecture as seen in the drawing 
insideoutsidebetweenbeyond,acqu\redby 
SFMoMA in 2015. Led by Jimenez Lai.the Los 
Angeles-based studio views architecture as a 
medium capable of rewriting cultural narratives. 
Reconsidering urban architecture inside, outside, 
between, and beyond the monotonous 
rectangular buildings seen in most city skylines, 
the exhibition offers an urban landscape littered 
with surrealistic architectural forms and jarring

Architecture of Independence—
African Modernism
NEW YORK CITY

February i6-May27,2017 
The exhibition Architecture of Independence— 
African Modernism explores the complex legacy 
of modern architecture and nation-buildingin 
1960s and '70s postcolonial Africa, when many 
sub-Saharan countries gained their independence 
and turned to experimental and futuristic 
architecture to express their national identities. 
Held at New York’s Center for Architecture, 
the show features original photography by Iwan 
Baan and Alexia Webster. For more information, 
visita/any.org.

The Jazz Age: American Style 
inthe 1920s
NEW YORK CITY

April 7-August 20,2077
In the exhilarating 1920s, American patronage and 
creativity emerged on the world stage of design 
and decoration. TheJazzAge, at the Cooper 
Hewitt, will focus on American tastes during the

City of ideas: Architects’ Voices 
and Visions
CHICAGO

Through February 25,2017
The ongoing conceptual installation project City of

Schweiss Doors designed and built the glass bifold 
doors for the Golden 7 Center in Sacramento, CA

I
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Manufacturing custom designed one-piece hydraulic doors 
and lift-strap bifold doors... any application... any size! -/-SCHWEISSDOOHS, COM
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work and makes many of these photocoilages 
available forthefirsttime. For more information, 

visit moma.org.

Ideas: Architects'Voices and Visions made the long 
journey from Sydney University’s Tin Sheds Gallery 
to the Chicago Design Museum. Its key objective is 
to present original visions of leading international 
architects, recorded and transcribed by curator 
VladimirBelogolovsky. Each installation will include 
varied groups of voices, interpreted with constantly 
changing design by local artists, architects, and 
designers in collaboration with Belogolovsky. For 
more information, visit chidm.com.

How Should We Live? Propositions 
for the Modern Interior
NEW YOfiK CITY

Through April 23,2017 
HowShould We explores the complex
collaborations, materials, and processes that have 
shaped the modernist interior, with afocuson 
specific environments—domestic interiors, 
re-created exhibition displays, and retail spaces— 
from the 1920s to the 1950s. Held at the Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA), it brings together more than 
200 works drawn from the museum’s Architecture 
and Design collection as well as the Library, Drawings 
and Prints, Paintingand Sculpture, Film, and 
Photography collections. Rather than concentrating 
on isolated masterworks, the show gives attention to 
the synthesis of design elements within each envi
ronment and to the connection of external factors 
and attitudes. For more information, visit moma.org.

Fran^oise Grossen Selects:
A MAD Collection POV
NEW YORK CITY

Through March 15,2077 
In the 1960s, Fran^oise Grossen rejected the 
rectilinear loom that constrained contemporary 
weavingforan intuitive approach to fiber and 
ended up creating large-scale, suspended rope 
forms constructed of knots, loops, braids, and 
twists. As part of the POV series at the Museum of 
Arts and Design (MAD), Grossen mined the 
museum’s permanent collection—choosing work 
from its unusual array of baskets, as well as other 
work in fiber, wood, and metal—and displayed 
those selections alongside her own rope sculptures. 
For more information, visit madmuseum.org.

Question the Wall Itself
MINNEAPOLIS

Through May 2t, 2017
Question the Wall/tse/f examines ways that interior 
spaces and decor can be fundamental to the 
understanding of cultural identity. This multimedia 
exhibition at the Walker Art Centershowcases 
work by 23 international, multigenerational artists 
who explore the political and social dimensions of 
interior architecture as well as its complicated 
relationship to history and their own backgrounds. 
The show presents a breadth of pieces conceived 
as rooms,from the anteroom, prison cell, and living 
room to the library, showroom, and garden. 
Through the artists’ examinations of such spaces— 
both public and private—the contexts ofthese 
environments are revealed. For more information, 
visit wa/kerart.ofg.

Pierre Chareau: Modern Architecture 
and Design
NEW YOPK CITY

Through March 26,2017 
The Jewish Museum presents the first U5. 
exhibition to focus on French designerand 
architect Pierre Chareau. ShowCccing rare 
furniture, lightingfixtures, and interiors—along 
with designs for Maison de Verre, the glass house 
completed in Paris in 1932—the show brings 
together more than 180 rarely seen works from 
major public and private collections in Europe and 
the United States. For more information, visit 
thejewishmuseum.org.

Timber City
WASHINGTON, O.C.

Through May 21,2017
This exhibition at the National Building Museum 
challenges the notion that wood is an antiquated 
building material by demonstratingthe wide range 
of benefits offered by cutting-edge methods 
oftimber construction, amongthem surprising 
strength, fire resistance, sustainability, and beauty. 
Curated and designed by Yugon Kim and Tomomi 
Itakura, founding partners of the Boston-based 
architectural design firm ikd, the exhibit will 
examine the recent boom in timber construction 
worldwide and highlight U.S.-based projects, 
includingthe two competition winners of the 
recent Tall Wood Building Prize, sponsored by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. For more infor
mation, visit nbm.org.

Irving J. Gill: New Architecture 
for a Great Country
SAN DIEGO

Through March 31,2017 
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
Chicago-born architect Irving J. Gill viewed the city 
of San Diego as a blank slate, with great potential. 
Inspired by the coast and canyons, sunlight and 
shadows, Gill created a new design language; what 
is now called modern architecture. This exhibition 
at the San Diego History Center offers visitors a 
chance to learn more about this sometimes 
misunderstood individual who helped create a new 
style of architecture admired throughout the world. 
Formore information, visitsand/'egob/story.o/g.

One and One Is Four: The Bauhaus 
Photocollages of Josef Albers
NEW YOPK CITY

Through April 2,2017
Josef Albers was a central hgure in 20th-century 
art, both as a practitioner and as a teacher at 
the Bauhaus. Black Mountain College,and Yale 
University. In 2015, the Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) acquired 10 photocoll^es by Albers, 
which joined the pair donated by the Josef and Anni 
Albers Foundation almost three decades ago. This 
collection is nowthe most significant outside 
the foundation. The installation celebrates both 
the landmark acquisition and the publication of 
One and One Is Four: The Bauhaus Photocoilages 
of Josef Albers, which focuses exclusively on this 
deeply personal and inventive aspect of Albers’s

The World of Radio
NEW YOPK CITY

Through September 14,2017 
The centerpiece of this exhibition at the Cooper 
Hewitt Museum isai934batik mural by Arthur 
Gordon Smith celebratingthecareerof soprano 
and radio star JessicaDragonette, which will be 
displayedalongside radios, drawings.and photo
graphs of the era. The mural contains multiple 
vignettes that illustrate milestones in radio’s 
history and familiar Jazz Age icons, such as a wall 
ofArt Deco skyscrapers crisscrossed by airplanes 
and musical notes. For more information, visit 
cooperhewitt.org.
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TRADE SHOW NEWS

Just Connect
Collectible pieces maybe the focus of Design Miami, but this time it was the 
architectural installations that got people talking.

‘There’s something magical about makings pavilion thatARCHITECTS AT THE LATEST edition of Design Miami,
is technological and beautiful but took only five months\which ran from November30 to December 4 in the city s
from start to finish.” (Postfair, Flotsam & Jetsam moved toDesign District,wereallaboutgettingupcloseand per-
the city’s Jungle Plaza, where it will serve as a culturalsonal, creating spaces where 40,000 fairgoers could
event space for the next two years.)interactwith—orreactto—one another.

Inside the Design Miami tent, architects explored theThese exchanges began even before visitors entered
relationship between hosts and guests. Berlin-based firm

the exhibition. By the doorway, New York-based SHoP
Buro Ole Scheeren unveiled Stage, a chef-led fast-foodArchitects, winner of the 2016 Panerai Visionary Award
concept for gourmet grocer Dean & DeLuca. The free-forinnovativefabrication and delivery techniques,
standingfood theater featured two polished stainless-constructed a public plaza anchored by two 13-foot-tall
steel rectangles, one floating above the other. The lower

pavilions. Called Flotsam (SrJetsam, the structures resem- 
I bled jellyfish...and were fabricated by robots from 47 miles functioned as awide countertop for a landscape of salads,

deli meats, fruit, and bread, while the upper bestowed a 
bright halo effect on the food and servers. Scheeren 
designed Stage toencourage playful interaction between 
customers and food preparers. Judgingfrom the crowd’s 

response, he succeeded.

I of carbon-ftber-reinforced plastic. The impetus was both
K artistic and practical. “We wantto make a mesh strong 
I enough—and we hope eventually cheap enough—to

I replace a stud wall,” explained Philip Nobel, SHoP’s edito-
05 rial director. Added SHoP principal Greg Pasqueredi;

CREATURES Flotsam & Jetsam, a pair of 3-D printed pavilions created 
by SHoP Architects, sat outside the entrance to Design Miami (top).

Robots built the jellyftsh-like structures, which were set among toys on a 

small beach (above).

SEA
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CODED Tabanliogiu Architects made the Flamingo Lounge one coiorand materiai—pinkCOLOR
resin—to give VIPcoliectorsa respite from thefair’s bustle (above from left). Atelier Biagetti designed 
NO SEX in Miami (below) to encourage discussion about what is alluring nowadays.

said Tabanlioglu spokeswoman Gonca Ark Caliska. She added that the 
choice of the pastel material refleaed Miami and the nature of the firm’s 
practice, "which ranges from the colorful, surreal liquidity of Gaetano 
Pesce to the rigid utilitarian minimalism of Mies van der Rohe.” 

Exhibitorsalso contributed to the wealth of installations. As part 
of thefair’s new Design Curio platform, six galleries presented experi
mental environments by cutting-edge designers. One booth, com
missioned by the New York-based Patricia Findlay, offered a 
winkingtake on Miami’sZika scare. Created by Milanese duo Atelier 
Biagetti, NO SEX in Miami pushed the boundary between desireand 
revulsion, presentingasurreal therapist’s office with a rubber- 
wrapped massage table, a floor lamp with a phallic bulb, and twin 
nurses in translucent pink lab coats. The idea,accordingto cofounder 
Alberto Biagetti, was to spur dialogue about what is and isn’t sexy. It 

spectacle that stopped foot traffic. It also forced fairgoers to

i with Biagetti and partner Laura Baldassari to grasp their
<
S intentions.
I And ultimately that was the point. Such conversations are what 
c made Design Miami even more compedingthisyear. By challenging 
j familiar design narratives, the fair's exhibitors prompted attendees to 
g have a discussion with them—and with one another—about culture,
O
* technology,and craftsmanship. —WendyMoonan

was a
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AYBARS ASCI is fascinated by concrete’s shape-shifting nature. “When I see a concrete surface "the Brooklyn architect says,
“I always imagine its liquid state, its movement as it was poured.” So when it came time to design a concrete tilefor a competition 
held by manufacturer Walker Zanger in partnership with Architectural Digest, he chose to marry the material’s two phases. 

His winning entry, Liquid Forms, features afluid articulate surface that highlights concrete’s nature and plasticity. And although 

a single design, the 3*X-by-i9/2-inch tiles can be combined in multiple orientationstogenerateio patterns.
“Liquid Forms is aesthetically versatile,” says Jared Becker, vice president of design and marketingfor Los Angeles-based 

Walker Zanger. “Its unique visual qualities give architects and interior designers a rich palette to work with.” He adds that the 
design’s seeming movement makes the tile a perfect complement to the company’s existing Kaza collection, a line of three- 

dimensional concrete tiles designed and manufactured in Hungary.
The tile, which is available in four colors, is suitable for interior and exterior applications alike. Asci recommends it for feature 

walls in particular, where there’s enough space to exploit the myriad configurations. “Tiling is about repetition,” he says. “But 
just as in the minimalist music of Steve Reich and Philip Glass, repetition is more powerful when there is complexity and variation 
in the pattern.” (snap#270)
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steel Ladder O’Keeffe’s Aluminum Ladders

X Heavy and difficult to install ^ Lightweight, high strength
aluminum

Resistant to

^ Maintenance free and low

X Susceptible to rust

X Requires maintenance and 
costs money over time

rust

cost
SNAP 24

/

4^0 ’Keeffe’s Inc.Proudly made in USA

www.okeeffes.com 
Toll Free; 888.653.3333

ALUMINUM 
ACCESS • SHIP • CAGE • CUSTOM

LADDERS



concrete skin
sustainable glassfibre reinforced concrete

combustible (ASTM fire rating) and maintenance free
non-
natural and durable material, authentic appearance

I various colors and shapes, vivid surface

Distributed by Rieder North America
1-877-740-0303 (toll free) I usa@rieder.cc I www.rieder.ee
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